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Introduction

Asymptotic Modal Analysis (AMA) is a method which has been used successfully

to model and understand linear dynamical systems with many participating modes. The

AMA method was originally developed by Dowell [1] to show the relationship between

statistical energy analysis (SEA) and classical modal analysis (CMA). In the limit of a large

number of modes of a vibrating system, the classical modal analysis result can be shown to

be equivalent to the statistical energy analysis result. As the CMA result evolves into the

SEA result, a number of systematic assumptions are made. Most of these assumptions are

based upon the supposition that the number of modes approaches infinity. It is for this

reason that the term "asymptotic" is used. A_qs:the asymptotic result of taking the limit

of CMA as the number of modes approachesinfinity. AMA refers to any of the

intermediate results between CMA and SEA, as well as the SEA result which is derived

from CMA.

The main advantage of the AMA method is that individual modal characteristics are

not required in the model or computations. By contrast, CMA requires that each modal

parameter be evaluated at each frequency. In the latter, contributions from each mode are

computed and the final answer is obtained by summing over all the modes in the particular

band of interest. AMA evaluates modal parameters only at their center frequency, and does

not sum the individual contributions from each mode in order to obtain a f'mal result. The

method is similar to SEA in this respect. However, SEA is only capable of obtaining

spatial averages or means, as it is a statistical method. Since AMA is systematically derived

from CMA, it can obtain local spatial information as well.
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Summary_ of Research Conducted Under the Grant

AMA is considered in this work within the framework of those linear dynamical

systems called structural-acoustics. Some general analytical results were obtained for the

case where part of an otherwise rigid enclosure is vibrating with a large number of

structural modes, which excite either a finite or an infinite number of acoustic modes in the

interior. In Reference 2, it was shown that Statistical Energy Analysis is an asymptotic

limit of classical modal analysis. The basic asymptotic theory for structural wall-acoustic

cavity interaction was described, and several numerical examples were presented for the

acoustic cavity response.

In Reference 3, the AMA results for an infinite number of structural modes were

applied to the specific case of a rectangular acoustic cavity. The rectangular acoustic cavity

had rigid walls except for a flexible portion on one of its walls. The flexible portion

vibrated with an infinite number of structural modes which were temporally uncorrelated

("white noise"). The interior sound field was studied using asymptotic modal analysis.

Both local mean-square pressures and spatially averaged mean-square pressures in a

bandwidth were computed. The AMA results were compared to CMA results. In addition,

the effect of varying the size and the location of the flexible vibrating portion was studied.

It was found that the interior sound pressure levels are nearly uniform, with

exceptions occurring at the boundaries. The boundaries exhibited elevated levels which

were 8, 4, and 2 times greater than the interior level, for comers, edges and wails

respectively. These areas of elevated sound pressure level were termed "intensification

zones."

In the numerical study, the size and location of the flexible portion of the wall was

varied, and the resulting effects on the interior sound field were studied. An interesting

phenomenon was discovered. When a small source (smaller than an acoustic wavelength)

was placed on a point of symmetry of the cavity, elevated sound pressure levels occurred

along the planes of symmetry, creating new effective boundaries of the sub-divided cavity.

\
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These effective boundaries retained the same ratios of 8, 4, and 2 for differences between

comer, edge, and wall intensification, relative to the interior (of each sub-cavity). Another

result of the numerical study was that sound sources placed in the comer, rather than

elsewhere on the wall away from a boundary, raise the sound pressure levels by a factor of

four. It was further deduced that sound sources placed on an edge would raise sound

pressure levels by a factor of two.

In Reference 4, the intensification zones were studied using AMA and other

traditional methods. The system parameters which define the structure of an intensification

zone were determined. Using AMA and non-dimensionalizing the spatial variable by the

center frequency wavenumber, the intensification zone description was found to be

independent of the cavity dimensions. In fact, the non-dimensional spatial variation of

sound pressure level was only dependent upon the ratio of bandwidth to center frequency

(fb/fc). Upon further study, it was shown that the bandwidth effect is second order in

fb/fc.

The independence of cavity dimensions suggested that intensification could be

modelled as a local system. This led to modelling using oblique incidence sound waves.

This alternative method gave identical results. Reflections from an absorptive surface were

also studied and an analytical expression for the sound pressure levels near an absorptive

wall was developed. This result can be expressed as the sum of a rigid wall term plus a

term containing the impedance information for the absorptive surface.

Experiments were performed in order to validate the AMA method for the

structural-acoustic application. The results of the experiments are presented in Reference 5.

The experiments tested for uniformity of the interior, intensification near comers, edges

and walls of the cavity, and accuracy of the method for predicting sound pressure levels in

the interior. In all cases, the agreement between experiment and analysis was very good.

Qualitatively, it was shown from the experimental results that AMA works best for

moderate bandwidths. If the bandwidth is too narrow, there may not be enough modes for



theAMA assumptionsto apply. However,if thebandwidthis toowide,therewill be

enoughmodes,but theremaybetoomuchvariationin themodalvariableswhichare

assumedconstantthroughoutthebandin theAMA methodology.

TheAMA methodwasusedtopredictthespatiallyaveragedsoundpressurelevels

in thecavity interiorfrom themeasuredaccelerationof thevibratingwall. Thepredicted

levelswerecomparedto theexperimentallymeasuredlevelsandgoodagreementwas

obtained.

Furthertheoreticalworkwasdoneto developanAMA resultwhich isvalid for the

casewherethenumberof structuralmodesis finite and the number of acoustic modes is

infinite. These results are reported in Reference 6. The previous AMA work considered

the case where the number of structural modes was very large or, formally, _. It

was found that different AMA results are obtained if the limits of an infinite number of

structural modes or an infinite number of acoustic modes are taken in a different order.

Therefore, when there are both a large number of acoustic modes and a large number of

structural modes, it is important to use the appropriate limiting sequence. This decision

should be based on which set of modes is approaching infinity most rapidly.

References 2 through 6 are presented in Appendices A through E of this document.

Recommendations for Future Work

One outstanding issue is worthy of mention. In the usual linear dynamical systems

theory, be it CMA, SEA or AMA, the assumption of small damping is often made. From

the experimental work done under the present grant, there is clear evidence that all of these

theoretical models need to be extended to describe accurately the physical phenomena for

large damping. The high damping case, it may be noted, is of considerable practical

importance.
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AsymptoticModalAnalysisand
StatisticalEnergyAnalysisof an
AcousticCavity1
One of the outstanding theoretical questions in interior noise is the connection be-

tween modal analysis and statistical energy analysis. Recently substantial progress

has been made in understanding this connection for structural vibrations including

both fundamental theoretical work and experimental verification. It has been shown

that many of the results of Statistical Energy Analysis can be derived as an asymp-

totic limit of classical modal analysis and thus this approach is called Asymptotic

Modal A nalysis. The basic asymptotic theory for structural wall-acoustic cavity in-

teraction is described in this paper. Several numerical examples are presented for

acoustic cavity response with a prescribed wall motion to illustrate the key results of

the theory.

luction

[I] showed that the results commonly referred to as

Energy Analysis (SEA) [2] as developed by Lyon
lhers can be obtained by studying the asymptotic

of classical modal analysis (CMA) for a general,

=otructural system; those asymptotic results are called

ic Modal Analysis (AMA). In [1], moreover, specific
4_lizations were made for structural-acoustic systems and

-i_'ting subsystems. Since AMA results can be derived

tlatically from CMA, AMA allows an assessment of the

ll_tions and consequent simplifications which are made

tlain such results and a combination of CMA and AMA
._) may prove useful in applications.

_i]i, a comparison of AMA (or SEA) and CMA was made
response of a single general linear structure and the

I_otic characteristics of AMA were discussed. It was

that the asymptotic behavior of AMA (or SEA)
_ls upon the number of modes in a frequency interval of

and the location of the point forces. Moreover,
II_totically, all points on the structure except for some

ill ones have the same response; the exceptional points are

"_e points of excitation and near the structural system

=dary. Some numerical examples for a beam were
_ted in [3].

114] the response of a rectangular plate under a point ran-

1 lorce was investigated experimentally and theoretically.

re were two objectives in this study. The first one was to

_l_strate experimentally the manner in which the asymp-

"limit is approached. The second one was to sho,a, ex-

_¢ntally that the response of almost all points of the plate

_s the same in the asymptotic limit.

IPerimental measurements were carried out for several

_Work was supported, in part, by NASA Research Grant NA(;-I-709

.itStru¢lural Acoustics Branch of the Langley Research Center Dr Ke_in

_11 ts the Technical Officer.

]llkave from Toshiba Corporation, Tokyo, Japan.

_ibuted by the Noise Control and Acoustics Division for publication in

_'ditNA/ OF VIRRATI()%, A( ¢)T_TIf'S, _rRF_S, ANI.* RIIIABITI'IY I_, I)_lr_.

:i _t_- Ipl received at ASME Headquarters, September 15, 19_7

[_!tal of Vibration, Acoustics. Stres_ and Reliability in

frequency bandwidths in which the maximum one corresponds
to 47.1 modes of plate vibration, for several band center fre-

quencies, and for two locations of the point force which were

the center of the plate and near the plate edge, respectively. All

experimental results verified the asymptotic behavior of the
plate response which is predicted by AMA and were in good

quantitative agreement with the theory as the number of
modes became sufficiently large.

The important work of Crandall and his colleagues should

also be cited [5-8]. Their work has been directed primarily

toward those aspects of structural response under wide-band
random excitation where SEA-type results of the usual sort do

not hold. Both analytical and experimental work has been car-
ried out.

Modal sum and image sum analytical methods have been

used by Crandaii. The modal sum methods are similar to those

employed here. Image sum methods involve repeatedly using

traveling waves on an infinite structure to form an appropriate
cancellation of image sources to model finite plate response.
Both method_ h_ave !ed to the identification of "intensification

zones" where the local response is higher than the nearly
uniform response of the rest of the structure. Special attention

has been given to square and circular plates where such zones

are most pronounced.
Here the emphasis is on extending the earlier work in the

area of structural-ac0ustic systems. A theoretical discussion of

this subject is given next, followed by a section with numerical

examples. A complementary discussion of this subject for

acoustic sources internal to the acoustic cavity is contained in

191.

Theoretical Discussion: Noise Transmission Through a

Structural Wall into an Interior Acoustic Cavity in the

Asymptotic Modal Analysis (AMA) Limit

The structural wall modal equation of motic_n is (see Ill, 131,
and [41 for technical background and nomenclaturel.

r'leslcln JIJt.Y 1988. Vol. 1101 371



M,.IO,. + 2L.w,.q,. + w_q,.] = _,;. (l)

where the modal expansion for the wall deflection is

w = ___ qm (t)G. (x.y) (2)
m

and the structural generalized mass is

M,.=-- I IA+ mp¢,.2dxdy

and the generalized force due to a given external pressure is

Q_ = I f AF pE¢..dxdy (3)

The acoustic cavity modal equation is

/5 + 2_-_`0_ nO.+ to_2p. = Q_ (4)

where the modal expansion for the acoustic cavity pressure is

P=Po_ E P.(t)F,(x.y.z)
• M: (5)

and the acoustic generalized mass is
2 Z Z

l
(6)

and the generalized acceleration due to the structural wall is

Define f, a nondimensional cavity pressure,

P

f( t,x,y,z) - OoC---_o

From (5) the auto-power spectrum of f may be determined as

eft`0,x,y,z)= E E F•(x,y,z) Fs(x,y,z)
r , M; _ _pp, (7)

where the cross-spectra are defined as

@p#= l-}--I® Re,_,(r)ei_,dr
"If ,J - _

and the cross-correlations of the modal generalized pressure
coordinates are

1 r

R-- ilim --_f_7:P.(t)P.(t+r)dt
rd_s T-

Similarly from (6) the cross-power spectra of Q_ and Q_" are

¢ O_O,_ (`0) =--_--I fAF f JAr F.(x.Y.Z)F.(x'.Y'.Z')¢w

( `0;x,y,x °,y* )dxdydx* dy* (8)

From (4) and standard random response theory, the rela-

tionship between ep.p, and ¢QTQ_ is

ep,e, (_)=HA,(`0)H:(-,o)¢07o7(`0) (9)

where the modal transfer function is defined as

I
H,_(_)-- (10)

[- `0'+ `0.a2 + 2i_',A`0,A`0I

From (7), (8), and (9)

. 1 F•(x,y,z) F,(x,y,z)
*f(`0;x,y,,.) =--_- _ _ M, A , MA

• $

fS. .
( `0;x,y,x" ,y* )dxdydx* dy* (11)

ORIGINAL. - : ,S

OF. POOR qu,_,-, I'Y

This is the basic expression for the power spectra of the cavity
pressure in terms of the power spectra of the wall accelerati_.

l. When the number of excited structural modes is laq_
AM -- m, it can be shown that

¢w(t°;x'y'x*'Y')aA/l'w(`0)6(x-x*)6(Y-Y') 11_

This means that the power spectra of the wall respon_ k
uncorrelated in space This assumption is reasonable for -
AM, because l_'lm

1 0 (x#x', y#y*)

--_ ¢" (w;x'y 'x* 'Y')-- (ilt
constant ix=x*, y =y,)

as z_4-- oo

gl_ •`0_H,(-`0)._ _ ¢,,,(x,y,)G(_.yj)¢,_,,(`0)
i 1

(13) is readily derived from the above relationship and involk.

ing the basic methods of AMA. ¢F, is the cross spectra [m

point forces, F,, Fj, on the stru_:tural wall. Also f_ a
smoothly varying power spectrum, it is assumed that

This is just the usual white noise assumption. Thus, equati_l

(11) becomes

F. (x,y,z )¢;(`0;xa,_)= .¢,(`0+)_ _ M_
r $

•F, (x,y,z)
M_ "HA"(`0).HA (-`0)

• ttAF•(x,Y,Zo)F_(x,Y,Zo)dxdy (Ul

The mean square response of the nondimensional

pressure is

-_ (x'Y'Z) = i? _f(`0;x,y,z)doa

Note that (16) is the result for a large number of st_

modes, AM -- o_, and a moderate number of acoustic _.

modes, &N A. _ ,Ifr-
Taking a spatial average of (16), and noting that M_', _f.v_:._

_'#, <P"_, > do not vary rapidly with respect to modal n_

r, for large AN,_, equation (16) becomes _:? -=

(po.o___---- ¢_(`0A-,,2.0 ,'v

F_,(x,y,zo)dXdy

where < > denotes spatial average.
Now consider a cavity acoustic modal function

F. (x',y,z) = X, (x)Y• (y)Z, (Z)

Take the plane at z = z0 as the boundary of th

where the structural wall is vibrating. Z,(zo) is

dependent of mode number r or it can be so I

for large AN a,

3721Vol. 110, JULY 1988 Transactions



p,,tx.y.zo)dxdy=- _A_ <X_>'4_ < _>'4rZ_(=o)
r

<_>
--At'AN'4 (195

<z_>

<_>
<Z_.> "

<F_ >'4 F

'W _ <_>

<_ >_,.=A_ ew (_)

denotes a spatial average. <F3> is a volume

of F¢2 and <Fc 2>'4 is an area average over theF
structural wall. Hence, equation (17) becomes as

<_-_ > _--- _# < w_ > a_ (21)

the AMA results for structural wall motion,

<_>_,= (22)
4

then, equation (20) becomes

Aw A_o'4 A_o

I_h¢_ _°c<_::_ > A_°

• 3 "4 2 (23)
_'__'_M:_< Z_ >

rcsuh for AM -- o, and AN'4 -- oo. (16) is the result
and finite AN'4.

at the only one which leads to (23),
instructive to consider an alternative derivation which

below.

When equation (12) can not be assumed, then

=....__ _./ _! F_(x,y,Z)MA, F,(x,y,Z)M_ "HA"(_)

(24)

(_;x,y,x °,y ")dxdydx' dy" (11)

Equa[ion (25) will be dominated by the terms for which r = s,

m = n, i = j. Thus, equation (25) becomes

F_r( X,Y__.,Z )

• o:_ I H,. (_) I: "_r,, (o:)

•¢2..(x,.y,) ._.,
where

l,rn " I I "4l F,(x,Y,Zo)¢,n (x,y5dx dy

The mean square response for the nondimensional cavity
acoustic pressure is

-_ (x,y,z)

Using (26),

r 1 _ _,_ _(x,y,z)

*q'F, i (_,,,)¢_ (x,,y,)*1_.. (27)

where

3 A A 3
IDIrm = _mt_m A" _; fa)r "_ 4_"m _'A "_Om'{'O¢A( _m'_m 'at" _rA t.Or,4 )

.4 A#,,,,= (_L -_)_ + 4_,,,_ (L,,_,,, + ___, ) (L,,& + _'_,,, )

This result assumes that the acoustic and structural resonances
are well separated.

See Crandall and Mark [10], p. 72, for the evaluation of

I= ihA(_)l_lHm(w)l_do _
0

When _'m, _'_ are small, then

3 _4 A 3
_.,. = L,,_,. + _'; _, (28)

When A_Ao¢, Aw'AAo_ << 1, then

.2 .A2"_2
B,m _- (w,n-_, _ +4_o_wP:(_'m+f,_) 2 (29)

All (29) really assumes is that _,, - w,_ is small. Hence in sum-
ming, w,_ and wA, one need not distinguish between them.

Taking a spatial average, and noting that

=,,.,,o,., <_ > ,M:,.,M__ - _ .A_,,o,.,,_. ,L.,L, F. (_0,.)
do not vary rapidly with modal number for large AMand AN'4
and letting

w c = wAc,Aoa = Aw A ,

then equation (27) becomes

<._>" <p2> "x. 1 ec<F"_> E*,%
A 2 2 ,4

('e) ]_a _ _ (x,,y,)I_.. (30)
r

where

For large AM, AN'4. we can write

1

f,
L (x .y')dxdydx'dy" (25)

Vibration, Acoustics, Stress, and Reliability in Design

where l/fl, is the average of _ _ (l//5'rm)
• m

1/13,, can be approximated by an integral expression

tH_ (w)I"
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Thu% equation (30) becomes

(pod.);-_ A_ V_",_.,_ ,_ _
lvl_/v: c cc<5c$c

• m

2
Now, the summation _ _ ¢,,,/_.,, can be written as

• m

r /n

=
r m

.[iiA

= _a IIAF IIAF F'(x'y'z°)F'(x°'y''z_)

"[ E @_,(xi'Y')¢"(x'Y)¢'_(x"Y')] dxdydx'dy" 044 ;

=.

For large _4, the summation, ]_ ¢_ (x. yi)¢,. (x, ylll.
m i

and(X"y*), will _be dominated2 by x = x', y = y" - __ I
as AM-- oo

Thus, Srm can be written

f l F_ (x,Y,Zo)dxdy "= AJV/[<¢cz>]:'AF E AF
r

For large AN 4 , S,,,, becomes

<_>
S" = AM'ANA A_[ < _'_ > ]2" <Z_>

Substitute equation (37) into equation (33) and note that
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Illustrative Numerical Examples

Consider a rectangular cavity of dimensions 2' x 3' x 7'.
Fig. 1. The 2' x 3' wall is taken to vibrate in a large

of structural modes, ArM -- ¢_. We wish to compare
results of Asymptotic Modal Analysis for the acoustic

response, equation (20), to that of Classical Modal
equation (16). For simplicity and to focus the discus-

on acoustic response, the wall motion is assumed to be

The ratio of the spatial average of equation (16), CMA, to
(20), AMA, is shown in Fig. 2. This ratio is shown

three different frequency bandwidths and as a function of
center frequency. The bandwidth, zX_, is defined as

A_ ni _ma x --COmin

the center frequency, ¢oc, as
OJ c ---_ (_OmaxCOmin) I/2

there ¢0 _ are the maximum and minimum frequencies
max, rnin

)f the frequency interval. All acoustic modes are assumed to
rovethe same modal critical damping ratio, _',_, For simplicity.
/is can be seen from Fig. 2, all results approach unity as the
Imter frequency becomes large. The approach is modestly

re rapid for the smaller bandwidths. To better understand
results of Fig. 2, consider Fig. 3. Here is shown the number

_rnodes, zL_4, in a given bandwidth as a function of center
Ir_lUency. It is expected that CMA/AMA - ! as ArM - e_.

ibration, Acoustics, Stress, and Reliability in

A_

_0o _Z 6_D_]_rM

7 ......

I

t

cm_,_ re_teu_c,, _'_lrz

CM_/IMI _^rlo vS CE_'rE_ _'r_EOU_N_Y

Fig, 7 CMA/AMA ratio versus center f_equency

This clearly explains why CMA/AMA - 1 as the center fre-
quen(:y becomes large. However considering Fig. 3 it is
perhaps initially surprising that in Fig. 2 the asymptotic ap-
proach is modestly more rapid for the smaller bandwidths.
This is explained by recalling that in AMA we neglect the
variation of natural frequencies from one mode to another
within a given bandwidth. Thus while increasing the band-
width increases the number of modes (which improves the ac-
curacy of AMA), it also increases the variation among the
natural frequencies (thus decreasing the accuracy of AMA).
The net effect of these two competing factors is to decrease
modestly the accuracy of AMA as the bandwidth is increased•

The above results are all for the spatially averaged pressure
inside the cavity. Now consider the ratio, CMA/AMA, for
local response at various positions within the acoustic cavity.
In Figs. 4, 5, 6 the ratio is shown versus position in three dif-
ferent diagonal planes in the cavity. A single frequency inter-
val, 1400-1800 Hz, is considered. As can be seen the ratio is
everywhere nearly constant and close to unity, except along a
cavity side, edge and, especially, at a cavity corner. On
theoretical grounds the ratio is expected to be, asymptotically,

side: 2
edge: 4

corner: 8

To see how these expected asymptotes are approached, con-

Design JULY 1988, Vol. 1101375



sider Fig. 7. One corner point, A, and three edge points, B, C,

D, arc con',idered. The ratio, CMA/AMA, i,, shown as a func-
tion of center frequency for a fixed bandwidth. As expected

the ratio approaches 8 for the corner point and 4 for the edge

points.

Conclusions

Several points were brought+out in the text that bear em-

phasis. When spatially averaged, the Classical Modal Analysis
(CMA) response approaches the Asymptotic Modal Analysis
(AMA) response more rapidly as the number of modes in-
creases, AIVA -- 00. However, information about local
response intensification is lost in the averaging process. Ex-
amination of local response as AN A -- oo revealed an almost
uniform response throughout the interior cavity field with the
exception of peaks at the boundaries, i.e., sides, edges, and
corners.

Although a larger bandwidth at a given center frequency
contains more excited modes than a smaller bandwidth, AMA

is often modestly more accurate in the smaller bandwidth.
This is because the increased variation of natural frequencies
from one mode to the next in the larger bandwidth decreases

course the case, AM finite and AN a finite, is ti,,,,, ]
classical modal analysis.

• Numerical Sludies. Further work might include stt_li¢ll[
the reduction of the moving portion of the wall to a

source. In this paper an entire wall is taken as the t_
area. It would also be interesting to consider more

plex cavity geometries. The rectangular cavity Shal_

chosen for this study because its modal characteristi¢_

well known and therefore comparison of CMA
AMA was a readily feasible task.

• Experimental Studies. An experimental study should I_

undertaken to assess the predictions of the numcri_

studies. A rectangular box with a portion of one
vibrating might be considered.
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been applied to a rectangular acoustic cavity. The cavity had a flexible vibrating portion on one wall, and the
other five walls were rigid. Banded white noise was transmitted through the flexible portion (plate) only. Both

!_ the location along the wall and the size of the plate were varied. The mean square pressure levels of the cavity
Interior were computed as a ratio of the result obtained from classical modal analysis to that obtained from
asymptotic modal analysis for the various plate configurations, in general, this ratio converged to 1.0 as the

number of responding modes increased. Intensification effects were found due to both the excitation location
and the response location. The asymptotic modal analysis method was both efficient and accurate in solving the
given problem. The method has advantages over the traditional methods that are used for solving dynamics
problems with a large number of responding modes.

Nomenclature

A = area

c = speed of sound
F = cavity acoustic modal function

L --- cavity dimension

M = generalized mass

p = pressure
r = modal index

l" = volume

: = displacement
X,Y,Z = acoustic modal function component dependent

on x,y,z

x,y,z = spatial position coordinates
AN = number of acoustic modes

_" = damping ratio
p = density
4, = power spectrum

= frequency
( ) -- spatially averaged quantity

= time derivative
= rms

Subscripts

c = center t'requency

f = flexible
o = reference value

• = acoustic modal index

w = pertaining to the flexible wall

Superscripts

A = acoustic

Introduction

OUPLED structural-acoustic systems are encountered
often in aeronautical applications. Accurate, efficient

means of analysis are central to the design of structures with

the desired sound transmittal properties. Two analytical meth-
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ods that are commonly used to solve such coupled systems are

classical modal analysis (CMA) and statistical energy analysis

(SEA). Recently, Dowell i and others z-4 have developed an

additional method, asymptotic modal analysis (AMA), which
can also be applied to structural-acoustic systems.

AMA incorporates the advantages of the other two meth-

ods. Providing there are a large number of modes, the CMA

result and the AMA result are nearly identical. Since it does
not need to take the individual modal contributions into ac-

count, the computation cost of AMA is significantly less. An

added advantage of AMA is that the degree of generality in the

final result can be controlled by adjusting the types of assump-

tions and/or simplifications made in the derivation. This fea-
ture allows the use of AMA to obtain results identical to SEA

or, for example, to relax the averaging simplifications and
obtain local response results of which SEA is not capable.

To explore the capabilities of AMA, the interior sound field
of a rectangular acoustic cavity was analyzed mathematically.

The ratio of response predicted by CMA to that predicted by

AMA was calculated either as a spatial average or at particular

locations inside the cavity, Five of the cavity walls were rigid.
A random white noise sound field passed through a portion of

the sixth wall into the interior of the cavity. The flexible vibrat-

ing portion was varied in size and location, and the resulting

sound pressure levels (mean square pressures) in the interior

were calculated using AMA and CMA and then compared.
Local response peaks, or intensification zones, were ob-

served at boundary points, while the response in the interior

region was nearly uniform. Sound pressure levels were af-
fected by the location and size of the flexible vibrating portion
of the wall (sound source). In general, sound pressure levels

increased by a factor of 4 when a point was placed in the
corner. Also, for small sound sources (smaller than an acoustic

wavelength) that are placed in the center of the wall, lines of

symmetry become regions of increased sound pressure level.

Background

SEA has been used to study the high-frequency interaction
between large, complex, multimodaI structures and acoustic

spaces. The basic assumption underlying SEA is that the dy-

namic parameters in the system behave stochastically. SEA
relates the power of the applied forces to the energy of the

coupled systems and produces a set of linear equations that can
be solved for the energy in each system. The energy in the

system is the variable of primary interest, and other variables

such as displacement, pressure, etc., are found from the energy

of vibration. SEA has its advantages, as well as its limitations.
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The main advantage of SEA is its ability to describe the sound

field without having to consider the individual modes. Statisti-

cal energy analYSis also allows for a much simpler description

of the system, requiring only parameters such as modal den-

sity, average modal damping, and certain averages of modal

impedance to sound sources. The most significant disadvan-

tage of using a statistical approach is that it is only valid for

systems whose order is sufficiently high that the stochastic

assumptions apply. Certain frequency bandwidths may not

contain enough modes to allow the underlying assumptions to

hold, rendering the SEA result unreliable. In addition, the

local response information is lost in the SEA treatment. The
text by Lyon s is the standard reference on SEA.

Dowell t has shown that results identical to those calculated

using SEA can be obtained by studying the asymptotic behav-

ior of CMA for a general, linear (structural) system; this

asymptotic approach is AMA. AMA is basically a modal sum

method. It possesses all of the computational advantages of

SEA, in that the individual modal characteristics do not play

a role in the asymptotic analysis. Additionally, AMA has ad-

vantages that SEA does not. Since AMA results can be derived

systematically from CMA, AMA allows an assessment of the

assumptions and consequent simplifications that are made to

obtain such results. Also, by using a combination of CMA and

AMA, results can be obtained for all frequency bandwidths of

interest, not just those with a sufficiently high number of

modes. And finally, AMA has predicted local response peaks,

or intensification zones, results unobtainable using SEA? .4

Previous work for structural systems has shown that the

asymptotic behavior of AMA depends on the number of

modes in a frequency interval of interest and the location of

point forces. In the limit of an infinite number of modes, all

points on the structure have the same response except for some

special areas. The exceptional areas (intensification zones) are
near the points of excitation and near the structural system

boundary) .4 Numerical examples were presented for a beam in

Ref. 2. Crandall? Itao and Crandall, 7 and Crandall and KuI-

vets 8 experimentally found intensification zones in their work

with structures. The response of a rectangular plate under a

point random force was investigated by Kubota and Dowell)

and AMA calculations were found to agree closely with exper-
imental measurements.

Work has also been done using AMA for structural-acoustic

systems. Kubota et al. 4 examined a rectangular acoustic cavity
with one vibrating wall (the other five rigid). They assumed

that the vibrating wall had an infinite number of structural

modes responding and that the entire wall was oscillating. The

results obtained from the numerical study indicated that the

spatially averaged CMA response approaches the AMA re-

sponse as the number of modes increases. The local asymptotic

response revealed an almost uniform distribution in the cavity

interior, with peaks at the boundaries (sides, edges, and cor-

ners) of the cavity. Here, an AMA method is presented and
new results obtained for structural-acoustic systems where

only a portion of the wall vibrates rather than the entire wall,

and both the size and location of the oscillating portion are
varied.

Theory

Most coupled structural acoustic problems are modeled us-

ing either CMA, summing for the response of each mode, or

SEA, which combines the predicted energies of the subsystems

and coupling loss factors to obtain a final result. In this work,
a comparison is made between the CMA result and the AMA
result as the number of acoustic modes and the number of

structural modes approaches infinity. Note that the spatially

averaged AMA result is identical to the SEA result.

In order to calculate the response of the interior acoustic

cavity to the transmission of noise through a structural wall on
its boundary, both the structural modes of the wall and the

acoustic modes of the interior must be considered. As derived

in Ref. 4, the CMA result for the mean square pressure at a

point (x,y,z) in a structural-acoustic enclosure is

p-2 x ,'If -- Fr:(x,Y,Z)

Oao¢2o)---------_ i -_ V2 _(wc)_ (MA)2(_ra)3_._,

x tf f 2(x'ylz°)dx dyA (I)

Implicit in this result are the following assumptions: the num-
ber of structural modes within the frequency band of interest

is large (i.e., approaches infinity), and the power spectrum of
the wall response is slowly varying with respect to frequency
relative to the rapidly varying acoustic moda! transfer func-
tion. As a result of these assumptions, the modal dynamics of
the structure are effectively removed from the problem. In
other words, the structural system is described in the AMA
limit, whereas the acoustic system is taken in the CMA limit.
Further, it is assumed that the modal damping ratio is small
(._1), which removes the coupling between acoustic modes

(see Ref. 9 for justification).
To obtain the AMA result for the acoustic cavity, further

assume that the acoustic generalized mass squared (M A)2, the

frequency of the acoustic mode cubed (_)3, and the acoustic
damping (_'_) do not vary rapidly with respect to modal num-
ber r and can therefore be replaced by their values at the center
frequency, ,4 2(M c ) , (_)3, and (_'_). Moreover, the expression

_F](x,y,z)r Jl ,4f 2(x'y'z°) dx dy

is approximately equal to the average of F)(x,y,z) times

(i.e., a large number of acoustic modes). The previous expres-

sion can be further simplified by

_, (x,y,zo) dx dy _ A f 2 2 2= (x,),4,(Y; )A,(z, (Zo)h,
,4 r

where the right-hand side reduces to

(F¢:)

A/ANA (Z 2)

where (Z_)= (F_)/(F_),4/. Here, (F_) is a volume average,
and (F)),4f is an average over the vibrating structural wall
area. Then,

.b_ 2 x_,_(_c)A} (FcZ>_rF)(x,Y,Z)
(2)

(poC2o) 2 =- 4V2(Mg)2(_ca)3 _'_ (Z¢:)

This result is the AMA representation for the acoustic cavity,

which assumes that there are both a large number of acoustic

modes and a large number of structural modes. It is valid at

any point x,y,z inside the acoustic cavity and is not a spatial

average. The spatial average of Eq. (2) is

(p2) r fA/'_: aN (_:)a.

(OoCo2):-- _ _,-_J ,_"-7 (,_f)3i-g (z_) (3)

This expression is referred to as the spatially averaged AMA

result (IAMA)) and is used as the denominator throughout the
analysis.

The effect of the source position is included in the term

(Z_), which is a ratio of the spatially averaged modal func-
tions over the volume to that over the flexible wall area. Except

for this term, the expression in Eq. (3) is independent of the

im
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cavity geometry. The (Zcz) ratio will always be of order 1.
Specifically, for a rectangular geometry when the flexible por-
tion is well removed from a corner or an edge, or for a cylin-
drical cavity with a vibrating portion on one of the ends (but
away from the edge), (Z_)= ½. The usual AMA result as-
sumes this value of (Zc2); however, the cases where the flexible
portion is placed at a corner or an edge are easily accounted for
in the (Z_) term and result in an additional multiplicative
factor of ¼ or ½, respectively.

In order to separate the effects of the response position
in,ide the cavity from the position of the flexible portion Af
of the wall (source position), two ratios were used, (CMA)/
(AMA) and CMAzoe, I/(AMA). Several combinations of CMA
and AMA, spatially averaged and local results, were possible.
The motivation for the choice of these particular ratios is
presented in the Discussion section of this paper. The first
ratio, comparing the spatial averages computed by the two
methods, is used to demonstrate the convergence of the CMA
results toward AMA as a function of frequency. The spatially
averaged results are also used to demonstrate the overall effect
of excitation position on sound pressure level. The second
r,a_io is used to study local behavior at particular points inside
t; "acoustic cavity. This ratio is therefore used to demonstrate
tl-._effect of response position independent of source position,
as well as the combined effects of source position and local
response position.

The ratio of the spatial average of CMA to the spatial aver-
age of AMA is

CMA = y, (F_(x,y,z)) A (x,y,Zo) dx A 3 2

(AMA) r'7' (M_)2(torA )3 ANAAs
(4)

T:'_=.expression is derived in Ref. 4 and can be obtained from
E .:. (1) and (3). Equation (4) was used to assess the effect of
excitation size and location due to area change and position of
the vibrating portion of the wall.

The separate effect of response position was studied by tak-
ing the ratio of the local mean square pressure predicted with
CMA to the spatially averaged mean square pressure predicted
by AMA:

(CMA._._.._) A3 2 Y"F_(x,y,z)II F_(x,y,zo)dxdy= ('_c) (zc) A
(AMA) ANAAI _r (M_)"(_,"t ) 3

(5)
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Fig. 2 Rectangular acoustic cavity with a portion of one wall flexible

and vibrating.

Equations (I-5) hold for any cavity geometry.

Rectangular Cavity

Dowell et al. j° have shown that the acoustic pressure for a
rectangular cavity with a flexible wall (alI others rigid) can be
described by the well-known rigid wall expansion or hard box
modes for the structure:

\L_/

In this analysis, the flexible portion of the structural wall is
allowed to vary both in size and position. Therefore, the inte-
gral

in Eqs. (4) and (5) becomes

E 01f"i 'oo, ".'"( +.""
2o Jo L Zx J

x cos.t-Z7) d>,.

where rx, ry, and r, are modal indices, and Xwo, ywo, xw, y_,
L_, and Ly are defined in Fig. 1. This integral can then be
evaluated analytically in terms of the parameters xw , yw and
a,,, b,,. In the previous work by Kubota et al.,( whicl_ assumed
that the entire wall was flexible, this integral over the flexible
area A/divided by A I evaluated simply to ¼, which, in gen-
eral, is not true here since in most cases only a portion of the
wall is flexible.

Numerical Study

Description

For the numerical study, a rectangular cavity was considered
(Fig. 2). One of its walls, or a portion thereof, was assumed to
vibrate in an infinite number of structural modes. The wall was
driven with banded white noise. The effects of varying both
the size and positron of the vibrating portion of the wall were
studied. The size of the wall varied from full wall (100% wall
area) down to a point (0.004% wall area).

The quantities used in the study were ratios of mean square
pressure predicted by CMA to that predicted by AMA. Ini-
tially, spatial averages using both CMA and AMA were taken
in order to avoid introducing the response location within the
cavity as an additional parameter. Later, the local acoustic
pressure responses at corner points, edge points, points on the
face, and points in the interior were considered for these cases.
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Results

Spatially Aueraged Case

The ratio of the spatial average of CMA to the spatial aver-
age of AMA [Eq. (4)] for the case where the oscillating portion
of the wall converges to a center point is shown in Figs. 3-5.
Each figure shows the spatially averaged CMA to spatially
averaged AMA ratio for a different frequency bandwidth
(200, 400, and 600 Hz) as a function of center frequency. The
bandwidth A¢o is defined as A,.,= _0,u_--O_mi,, and the center
frequency wc as _ = (ca)ma x "¢,dmln), where _am_,and _0mmare the
maximum and minimum frequencies of the frequency interval.
All acoustic modes are assumed to have the same modal criti-
cal damping ratio _"(_'< 1).

As can be seen from Figs. 3-5, all results approach unity as
the center frequency becomes large. The larger b'andwidths
yield smoother curves, and the smaller bandwidths approach
the asymptote slightly more rapidly. Kubota et al.4 found sim-
ilar trends regarding bandwidth effects in the related work.
However, what was not expected was that departure from the
entire wall oscillating caused lille change in the spatially aver-
aged CMA/AMA ratio for the cavity. This was most likely due
to the fact that the oscillating plate was centered about the
midpoint on the wall and that all modes are symmetric or
antisymmetric about that point.

In Fig. 6, the result of the spatially averaged CMA/AMA
ratio [Eq. (4)] for the oscillating plate of variable area and
convergence to a point in the corner are shown. Again, plots
that correspond to different frequency bandwidths yield sim-
ilar results, and so only the 400-Hz fixed bandwidth plot is r
shown. In this case, there is a family of curves that approaches :
unity as center frequency (and therefore, number of modes)
increases, as expected. However, the asymptote is approached
from above rather than below for all plates smaller than the _
quarter wall. The quarter-wall case is equivalent, in terms of
the CMA/AMA ratio, to the full wall due to symmetry. The
cases where the plate is larger than a quarter panel approach
from below as did the center point cases. For those cases in
which the vibrating wall is smaller than a quarter panel, not
only does the curve approach the asymptote from above, but
as the oscillating portion of the wall better approximates a '
point, the peak of the curve approaches 4 and is slower to drop
off to the asymptotic limit of 1. This region of elevated sound
pressure level is similar to the intensification zones for struc-
tural systems discussed in Crandall, _ Itao and Crandall, _ and
Crandall and Kulvets 8 and for structural-acoustic systems in
Kubota et al. 4 However, the intensification is due to excitation
location rather than response location.

It may first apear as if the AMA result does not account for
this intensification. However, it was assumed that the excita-
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tion occurs away from a corner or an edge of the wall in

computing the integral over the flexible area in the AMA ex-

pression. The effect of excitation intensification can be in-

cluded in the AMA expression and, for corner excitation,

would provide a factor of 4 increase. In addition to studying

the effects of varying size and position of the oscillating por-

tion of the wall in a spatially averaged sense, the local response

was also calculated.

Local Response

The effect of position in the cavity was determined by con-
siderlng the local response. This was again done for both con-
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vergence of the vibrating plate from a full vibrating wall down
to a vibrating point in the center and convergence to a point in
a corner of the wall. The results are presented as a ratio of the
mean square pressure evaluated at particular points in the
cavity using CMA to the spatially averaged mean square pres-
sure predicted by AMA. This ratio was computed for many
center frequencies at a constant bandwidth of 400 Hz. There
was no need to vary the bandwidth since Figs. 3-5 show little
variation with bandwidth. The result was computed for vari-
ous center frequencies in 200-Hz bandwidth increments up to
a center frequency of 6000 Hz. Beyond 6000 Hz, 1000-Hz
bandwidth increments were taken up to 11,000 Hz. This pro-
duces a smoother looking curve beyond 6000 Hz due to the
larger frequency bandwidth increments.

Initially, four special response points were considered (see
Fig, 7): the corner point (0,0,0), the midpoint of the flexible
wall, the midpoint of the entire cavity, and a point on the wall
along the centerline (1.8,1.5,0). For these four points, the ratio
of CMA to spatially averaged AMA was plotted as a function
of center frequency in Figs. 8-11.

Taking the corner point first (point A in Fig. 7), Fig. 8a
shows that, as the plate converges to the center of the wall, the
response of the corner approaches a pseudoasymptote of 8,
whereas for convergence of the plate to the corner (Fig. 8b),
this same point has a pseudoasymptote of 32, a factor of 4
greater. The idea of a pseudoasymptote will be discussed in the
following section. The factor of 4 comes from the excitation
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Fig. 11 Local CMA to (AMA) ratio vs center frequency for point D,
flexible area shrinks to center.

location (i.e., the location of the point source rather than the
point of evaluation being in the corner), as was seen in the
spatially averaged cases. Recall that when a point source was
in the comer the spatial average was 4 times greater than when
the point source was in the center of the wall.

Figures 9a and 9b show that, at the midpoint of the flexible
wall (point B in Fig. 7), both types of convergence yield a
pseudoasymptote of 8. Since this point is on the wall, its ex-
pected pseudoasymptote is 2. However, when the excitation is
in the corner (Fig. 9b), this is increased by a factor of 4, hence
the value 8. Five curves are actually plotted; only the curves
representing the smallest plate areas (0.01 and 0.004%) deviate
significantly from the others. On the other hand, when the
excitation location and the response location are at the center
of the wall (Fig. 9a), the response there is also increased by a
factor of 4. This phenomenon is similar to the intensification
observed by Kubota and Dowell 3 in experiments where point
loads are applied to a rectangular plate. They found that, in
the limit of a large number of responding modes on the plate,
the response of the plate as measured by the plate acceleration
at various places on the plate surface was nearly uniform. The
accelerations were significantly higher near the application
points of the point loads. Because of symmetry, the effect of

RECTANGULAR ACOUSTIC CAVITY

a point sound source acting at the center of the wall is to divide
the rectangular cavity into quadrants (defined by cutting per-
pendicular planes through the point source). In the newly de-
fined subcavities, this point where the source is located is now
a comer point. The response at a corner point is eight times
greater than the interior region, and so the pseudoasymptote
of 8 is appropriate for this case.

Kubota and Dowell 3 also found hot lines running perpen-
dicularly through the point force. To test for these in this
acoustic cavity analysis, a point along one of the anticipated
hot plates was studied (point C in Fig. 7). Since this point is on
the face, it is expected to have a pseudoasymptote of 2.0,
which is indeed the case if the full wall is moving (dotted line
in Fig. 10). However, in the case of center convergence (i.e.,
analogous to a point load acting at the center of the structural
wall), this point lies on a hot plane, and Fig. 10 shows a
pseudoasymptote of 4. Assuming that the hot planes divide the
cavity into subcavities, this point is on an edge of a subcavity.
Therefore, the value of 4 is appropriate since the response at
an edge is four times greater than the interior. When the oscil-
lating portion of the wall converges to the corner, the pseudo-
asymptote is 8. This is consistent with previous findings for
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corner convergence since it represents a factor of 4 increase
over the expected value for a point on a wall.

Response at the midpoint of the entire cavity (point D in

Fig. 7) was also considered. At an interior point such as this,
the expected asymptote is 1.0. However, when the plate con-

verges to the center of the wall (Fig. II), this point lies on a

plane of symmetry resuhing in a factor of 4 increase. Similar
to the previous case, this point now lies on an edge of a newly

defined subcavity. The edge point response is four times

greater than the interior, and so the center convergence case is
c_,nsistent. When the plate converges to a corner of the wail,

_.ain a fourfold increase is expected, due to the previous re-
suits for the spatially averaged cases, and the result is a pseu-

doasymptote of 4 (see curve E in Fig. I I).

Points A-D were studied as the plate size was allowed to

vary, for the two cases (sound source shrinking from a full
wall to a point sound source in a corner of the wail, and to a

point in the center of the wall) as a function of center fre-

quency (for a fbced bandwidth). Next, the plate size was fixed

at 0.004% of the wall area, corresponding to a vibrating point.

The center frequency was fixed at a value at which the pseu-

doasymptotes had previously been reached (8000 Hz), and the
_-,_dwidth was fixed at 400 Hz. The distance into the cavity

_.,:m the vibrating wall was varied. Sample plots of local CMA

to spatially averaged AMA vs distance into the cavity are

shown in Figs. 12 and 13.
In Fig. 12, the sound source (vibrating point) is located in

the center of the wall, and the response is plotted along an

edge. The peak response in the corner is 8. Moving away from

the corner, the response then oscillates before approaching the

asymptote for an edge, which is 4.0. The data are symmetric in
the z direction, as can be shown analytically. Therefore, only

half of the edge length is plotted (3.5 out of 7.0 ft). The

purpose of this plot is to show that there is a region where the

transition is made from the increased (intensification) value to
:i'-: nearly uniform value farther away. Further studies are

n_:Jed to examine this transition zone and the parameters that
determine its thickness.

Figure 13 is a plot of the response in a radial direction away

from the corner of the cavity for the sound source in the cen-

ter of the wall. The radial direction is defined by the line

x =y = z, and the radial distance is equal to the square root of

(x 2+y2 + z2). Since the point source is in the center of the wall,

hot lines exist that run down the center of the cavity. Because

of these hot lines, which redefine new effective boundary

points, the cavity interior is no longer uniform, as is shown in
Fig. 13. After the radial distance of 1.0, the response begins to

in::-.,ase, and approaches a value of 2.0, as if there were a wall

o_ ,hce there. This is not a physical boundary created by the
cavity geometry, but rather an artificial boundary created by

the point source. If the same radial trajectory is taken with the

point source located in the corner, the response of the interior

is uniform. The peak value in the corner is 32; the response

then oscillates and eventually approaches a uniform interior

value of 4.0. This plot shows the theoretical existence of hot
planes or surfaces inside the cavity that are created by a point

source acting at the center of the wall.

In summary, for a vibrating point at the center of the wall,

the asymptotic limit for points that do not lie on hot planes is

1.0 for interior points, 2.0 for points on a face, 4.0 for points

on _-_edge, and 8.0 for comer poirhs. Also, the comer conver-

gence cases yield the same relationships between locations but

the magnitudes are increased by a factor of 4. Hot planes can
be thought of as dividing the cavity into subcavities or quad-
rants along lines of symmetry. Each subcavity then produces

its own corner, edge, and face points, with the respective

sound pressure levels relative to each other, thereby redefining

effective boundary points. The intensification results that were

obtained here were through the use of CMA; however, AMA
is capable of predicting intensification as well, as is pointed out

in the next section. In subsequent work,'i intensification zones

are studied using an extension of the AMA method.

Discussion

The term in the CMA/AMA equation [Eq. (4) or (5)] that is

affected by changing the flexible area size and location of the
flexible portion is

(x,y,Zo) dx dy/A,_

This can be thought of as a spatial average of the acoustic

modal function in two dimensions (x and y). The expected
result would be ¼, unless the argument of one or both cosine
functions (in Fr) is always zero or a multiple of 7r, When the

plate converges to a point in the corner, the x and y values are
• essentially zero; therefore, the value for the cosine is equal

to 1 and the spatial average would then be 1.0 rather than ¼.

Mathematically, the effect of shrinking the area down to a
point in the corner yields a fourfold increase in the relative
mean square pressure locally or spatially averaged.

However, one can imagine driving the frequency up so high

that the approximated corner point no longer behaves like a
point compared to an acoustic wavelength. This occurs when
the acoustic wavelength becomes so small that the fixed phys-
ical size of the sound source is much larger than the wavelength

of sound at that frequency. It is for this reason that the term

pseudoasymptote has been used rather than asymptote. As the

center frequency becomes sufficiently large (i.e., wavelength
sufficiently small), the true asymptote will always be 1.0 for
the spatially averaged CMA/AMA ratio.

Throughout this study, the numerical results have been

presented either as the ratio of spatially averaged CMA to

spatially averaged AMA, (CMA)/(AMA), or for the ratio of
local CMA response to spatially averaged AMA response.
Other possible ratios could have been used. An alternative
choice could have been the ratio of local CMA to local AMA.

However, this ratio would not show any variation between
points on a boundary and points in the interior. It would
approach 1.0 at high center frequencies for all points if the

excitation were in the center, or 4.0 if the excitation were in the

corner, as is shown in the following analysis.
The local AMA result is [Eq. (2)]

p2 _ .4/ AI-ANA (F_> F,:(x,y,z)
(PoCc2)2-- _ V2 ¢_,_(o.,¢)(MA)2(wA)3_.A <Z2) _r ANA

whereas the spatially averaged AMA result (derived in Ref. 4)
is

t,,oC_)_ -- 4 a_----;_,_) (.,_)3i'_ <z_>
(6)

Therefore, the ratio of local AMA to spatially averaged AMA
is

<AMA>,°.,,.,.....,.=
The numerator

is equal to ¼ when x, y, and z are not zero or t,, L,, L,.
It is equal to ¼ when one of the values of x, y, or z is equal

to 0 or the length of the cavity in the appropriate direction,
which is true on any face. Similarly, the numerator becomes tA

for an edge point and 1 for a corner point.
The spatially averaged acoustic modal function evaluated

at the center frequency (Fc2), which comprises the denomina-

tor of the (AMA)I_c_I/(AMA),_i,_ ,_,,,_ ratio, is always equal

to _A. Therefore, the (AMA)_oc_/(AMA),p,,_,_ ,_er,_e is summa-
rized in Table 1.
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Table 1 Local to spatial
average-AMA ratios

Location AMAIo,:al/ (AMA)

Corner (1)/(1/8) = 8
Edge (1/2)/(1/8) = 4
Face (1/4)/( 1/8) = 2
Interior (1/8)/(1/8) = 1

Recall that the local CMA to spatially averaged AMA ratio
for the center convergence case yields pseudoasymptotes of
8 in the corner, 4 on an edge, 2 on a face, and 1 in the interior.
These ratios are four times greater if the excitation is in a
corner.

This indicates that, for a large number of modes, the AMA
results agree locally with the exact (CMA) results predicted
when the oscillating wall is a full wall or converging toward the
center. For corner convergence, the difference is a factor of 4.
In deriving the AMA result used in this study, it was assumed
that the excitation occurs at a location other than in a comer
or on an edge, which accounts for the factor of 4 difference
between center excitation and corner excitation, as explained
previously. It is possible to incorporate the excitation location
effect into the AMA result, if desired.

Conclusions

An AMA approach has been developed and applied to a
coupled structural-acoustic problem. It is broadly applicable
to any linear dynamic system at high frequency regardless of
geometry, assuming that the damping is small. Further work is
needed to develop an AMA result that is applicable for cases
involving large damping.

It is an extremely flexible approach and can be developed in
accord with the nature of the system under study through
inclusion of a series of simplifying assumptions. This tech-
nique can thereby bridge the gap between CMA and SEA in
terms of computational requirements and predictive capabil-
ity. In that AMA is developed from CMA, it retains the capa-
bility to predict spatial variations (intensification) in sound
pressure levels or other relevant responses, something of which
SEA is not capable. On the other hand, simplifications arising
from the nature of the forces and the number of structural and
acoustic modes involved result in a process that does not re-
quire individual modal characteristics. This greatly reduces the
number of calculations required relative to CMA.

A rectangular acoustic cavity, with five rigid walls, was
chosen to investigate the capabilities of AMA. Spatial averages
and local behavior for sound pressure levels were calculated
for a number of cases involving the location and size of the
sound source on the wall. For the spatially averaged cases,
intensification due to source location was observed. In partic-
ular, when a point sound source was located in the corner as
opposed to the center of a wall, the spatially averaged sound
pressure ratio was increased by a factor of 4.

RECTANGULARACOUSTICCAVITY

In addition to the spatial average, the local response was
also calculated. The local response of the cavity interior is
nearly uniform, with the exception of points on the structural
boundary (walls, edges, and corners), when one entire wall of
the rectangular cavity is vibrating. However, when only a por-
tion of one wall vibrates, and particularly when this portion
approaches a vibrating point, there are further exceptions.
Perpendicular planes (hot planes) that run through the vibrat-
ing point were found to divide the cavity into subcavities,
which have new corners, edges, and walls. New subcavity cor-
ners, edges, and walls exhibit the same relative increase as the
original comers, edges and walls, which is eight, four, and two
times greater than the interior, respectively.
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Study of Intensification Zones in a Rectangular

Acoustic Cavity

Linda F. Peretti* and Earl H. Dowelll
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The interior acoustic field of a rectangular acoustic cavity, which is excited by the structural vibration of one
of its walls, or a portion of the wall, has been studied. Particularly, the spatial variations of sound pressure levels
from the peak levels at the boundaries (intensification zones) to the uniform interior are considered. Analytical

expressions, which describe the intensification zones, are Obtained using the methodology of asymptotic modal
analysis. These results agree well with results computed by a discrete summation over all of the modes. The
intensification zones were also modeled as a set of oblique waves incident upon a surface. The result for a rigid
surface agrees with the asymptotic modal analysis result. In the presence of an absorptive surface, the character
of the intensification zone is dramatically changed. The behavior of the acoustic field near an absorptive wall
is described by an expression containing the rigid wall result plus additional terms containing impedance
information. The important parameter in the intensification zone analysis is the bandwidth to center frequency
ratio. The effect of bandwidth is separated from that of center frequency by expanding the expression about the
center frequency wave number. The contribution from the bandwidth is second order In bandwidth to center
frequency ratio.

Nomenclature

A = area

c = speed of sound
F = cavity acoustic modal function
f = frequency
" = wave number

._ = cavity dimension

?,r = generalized mass
n = modal index

p = pressure
rb = real part of impedance
V = volume

w = displacement
x,y.z = spatial position coordinates

x_ = imaginary part of impedance
zb = impedance at the boundary
AN = number of acoustic modes

= damping ratio
= density

¢_ = power spectrum
= frequency

( ) = spatially averaged quantity

Subscripts

b = bandwidth

e = center frequency
f = flexible
o = reference value
r = acoustic modal index

S ::perscrip ts

A = acoustic

= time derivative

-- (overbar on pressure) rms
- = (overbar on impedance quantities)

nondimensionalized by pc
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Introduction

N structural-acoustic coupled systems, such as the interiorof an automobile or an aircraft fuselage, an acoustic field

is created by the structural vibration of a wall or walls of the

enclosure. This problem has been studied previously using

asymptotic modal analysis (AMA) on a rectangular acoustic

cavity, t.2 The cavity was assumed to be entirely rigid except for

a vibrating portion of one of its wails. The vibrating portion

contained a large number of structural modes, which in turn

generated a large number of acoustic modes in the interior

space. Acoustic theory predicts, and the previous numerical

work has shown, that there are intensification zones in the

acoustic field near the cavity boundary and an otherwise uni-

form response in the interior region. This is due to the lack of
spatial correlation in the interior and the imposition of spatial

correlation at the boundaries. For a rectangular acoustic cav-

ity, it is well known that the mean square p'ressures are eight,

four, and two times the uniform interior pressure levels at the

corners, edges, and faces, respectively) -5

In designing acoustic spaces, allowances must be made for
these intensification zones. Therefore, it is important to deter-

mine the characteristic distance over which the response levels
change from their peak values at the boundary to the uniform

interior level. If the distance from a boundary is nondimen-

sionalized by the center frequency wave number kc, then the

intensification zone can be described by the nondimensional-

tzed spatial variable kcx and the bandwidth to center fre-

quency ratiofb/fo Significantly, the parametric dependence is

independent of cavity dimensions. The spatial variation of

mean-square pressure is also independent of cavity dimen-

sions. The spatial variation of mean-square pressure is also
independent of the size of vibrating or absorptive surfaces on

the cavity wall, provided that the surfaces are very large com-
pared to an acoustic wavelength (high-frequency limit) and

provided that the damping is small.

The dependence on bandwidth can be separated mathemati-

cally from the dependence on center frequency through a

Taylor series expansion in fjf¢ taken about the center fre-

quency wave number. It is found that the bandwidth depen-

dence is a higher order effect, The resulting mathematical
expression for mean-square pressure consists of a term that is

dependent only on the center frequency, plus terms that con-
tain the bandwidth to center frequency ratio; but these terms

are of order 0[(fa/fc) 2] and higher.
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Using AMA, the spatial variation of mean-square pressure

was found to be independent of cavity dimensions. This sug-

gests that the problem can also be analyzed as a local problem

consisting of an infinite number of oblique acoustic waves

incident upon a rigid surface from all possible angles. The

solution to that problem is equivalent to that derived from
AMA.

In the same manner, an expression can be obtained for the

spatial variation of mean-square pressure, which describes the

intensification zone near a boundary for a case where the

incident wall is nonrigid (i.e., finite impedance cases). This

result can be written in terms of a hard wall component plus

an absorption correction term, which contains the impedance
information.

The purpose of this research is to determine the structure of
these intensification zones and their relation to the entire

acoustic field. It is hoped that this work will lead to better

design and analysis of acoustic spaces by providing a more
thorough understanding of intensification zones for both rigid

and absorptive walls.

Background
Intensification zones for structures have been studied exten-

sively by Crandall 6 and others for random vibrations of plates

(see, e.g., Refs. 6-8). They have found that the response of the

plate at high frequency is relatively uniform, with exceptions

occurring at the point of application of a force and/or at the
boundaries, depending on loading conditions and boundary
conditions. Kubota and Dowell 9 found similar intensification

phenomena for a rectangular plate excited by random vibra-

tion of a point force. They used AMA to predict the response

of the plate, and they verified their results with experimental
data.

The study of intensification zones in acoustic spaces was

first begun by Waterhouse l° in the 1950s. His pioneering work

on interference patterns in reverberant sound fields was fol-

lowed by further research by Chu, IIJ2 Tohyama and Suzuki, u
and others _4,15 who were specifically interested in the place-

ment of microphones in reverberation chambers. The results

presented here for rigid wall boundaries agree with the earlier

work, although the derivations are different. References 10-15

were restricted to rigid walls only. Later work by Waterhouse

and Cook _6 included the treatment of pressure release (p = 0)

boundary conditions.

Parameterization of Intensification Zone

Asymptotic Modal Analysis Approach

A rectangular acoustic cavity with five rigid wails and one

vibrating wall has been studied previously using AMA. A

diagram of'this problem is shown in Fig. 1. The vibrating wall
was driven by white noise such that a large number of struc-

tural modes was excited in a particular bandwidth. It was
assumed that a large number (approaching infinity) of acous-

tic modes was present in the interior acoustic cavity, and that

these modes were temporally uncorrelated. Although it is not

assumed in the AMA derivation, a consequence of the previ-

ous assumptions is that the acoustic modes are spatially uncor-
related as well. From Refs. 1 and 2, the expression for the

mean-square pressure for a finite number of acoustic modes
and an infinite number of structural modes is

p2 - _ A/_,(_oc)_ F](x,y,z)
t:oc : e ,,2 A3 A(M; ) (_, ) _,

X l l F: (x,y, zo) dx dy (I)
A/-

AS in AMA, M: and _':can be treatedas constant in a band
and can thereforebe evaluatedat the center frequency. Thus,

for example, M: becomes M:, etc.Normalizing ,82by the

spatiallyaveraged ,82yieldsthe following expression for the

nondimensionalized mean-square pressure in the rigid cavity

with one entire wall flexible and vibrating:

p2 _F2r (x,y,z)/(o_¢) 3

-_ --_ (F2(x.y,z))/(_:), (2)
t

where the quantitiesin ()are spatiallyaveraged values.This is

the expression that describesthe intensificationzone near a

boundary; itisa ratioof the localmean-square pressureto the

spatiallyaveraged (or uniform interiorvalue) mean-square

pressure.At interiorpoints,thisratiowillasymptotically(for

r--_) approach 1.0,whereas at the boundaries, the ratiowill

be 2.0,4.0, or 8.0 for wails,edges, or corners, respectively.

There are severalpossibletransitionsto study: from a corner

to an edge, a wall,or the interior;from an edge to a wallor the

interior;and from a wallto the interior.For each case, there

are one-, two-, and three-dimensional modes to consider.

For the rectangular acoustic cavity, Dowell et al._7 have
shown thathard-box modes can be used to describethe inte-

rioracousticfield,even when allsixwailsare not rigid.There-
fore,

_/n, Trxk _fn. ry\ ./n, lrz\
F_(x,y,z)=co#l--lcosZl " "/cosZl " -1

XL_/ \L,I \L,/

\ L, / \ L, / \ Z, /

One-Dimensional

Considering one-dimensional modes only, F, = cos (nrx/

Lx) and o_ = n rC/Lx. Assuming there are a large number of

acoustic modes, which is consistent with the AMA approach,
the discrete variable n can be treated as a continuous variable.

Equation (2) becomes,

,,[ l 3cost,T)/" d,,_2
@2---)= ½f, l/n3 dn (3)

This integration can be done analytically, and the result is,

2 (fc ^ fc 4rxfc

1 +f2-_Jr 2 wtl'¢icos er- j_-2cos O_ + _c

41rxfc 2 .

x _ sin O_- _ sin O,) + ('_) [Ct(Ot)-Ci(O_)] 1

(4)

Lx

' Af

Ly

X

Z

Fig. 1 Rectangular acoustic cavity Ihat was studied.
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1-D Intensification

Summation Vs. Integration

i

i
N

i

Q
|
¢
0
Z

0

Fig.2

integration

.......... Sum 15 modes

.....•. • ,. Sum547rnodes

" :o 2'o " 3'o " ,'0 ' so
kcx

Nondimensionalized mean-square pressure vs kcx computed
lhree ways: as an integration In wave-number space, as a summalJon

over 15 modes, and as a summation over 567 modes.

where fi is the center frequency, fb the frequency bandwidth,

and fi and f. are defined as the lower and upper frequencies,

respectively, of the frequency interval as follows: f.-fr = fb,

andre = _. The arguments of the cosines and the cosine

integral function Ci are defined by Or= 2*kcx*fdf_, O. =

2*k_x*f,,/fi, where the nondimensional distance kcX is equal

w. _27rfc)X/c.
7!_eratiosfi/fiand f,/fccan be obtained from fjfi using

th_>e definitions.In fact, the entire expression (8) can be

written in terms offb/fc and k_x, where k,.x is the product of

the wave number associated with the center frequency and the

distance from the endpoint. Knowing the ratio of frequency

bandwidth to center frequency (l'Jfi) allows the pressure

function in the transition zone to be plotted as a function of

nondimensionalized distance k,.x away from the endpoint.

Note that the dimensions of the cavity do not appear in this
result.

If we assume that the frequency is approximately constant
over the interval, and allow _ to equal w,, the result would be

b 2 I 1

_2----S =- 1 + 2.(kd:)(fjf,) {sin (0,) - sin (0¢)} (5)

This is a decaying function that beats with some predictable

frequency, as is shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, both the previous

approximation (5) and the discrete sum are plotted. The sum-

mation is performed for two different center frequencies, one

in which 15 modes are present and the other in which 567

modes are present. The summation expression requires an

additional parameter that is dependent on cavity dimension.

Although the AMA (integration) approximation is theoreti-

cai!7 valid when there are a large number of modes, here the
at:;:'._ximation works well for relatively few modes. However,
the :.-greement is not as good in the two- and three-dimensional
cases.

Two-Dimensional Case

The transition zone for the two-dimensional case is slightly

more complicated. In this case, F, = cos (n fx/L#) cos (m ry/

_2
b_

L_,) and (WrA )2 = c2[(n xx/Lx)2 + (m "xy/Lv)2]. Assuming there
are a sufficiently large number of modes, m and n can be
treated as continuous variables and the summation can be

replaced by integration. Converting to wave-number space

(nwx/Lx = kx, etc.) and transferring kx and ky into polar

coordinates by the relations kx = k cos a and k:_ = k sin c<,Eq.

(2) can be written for the two-dimensional case as,

If?/_ [cos 2 (kx cos c0][cos2 (ky sin oO]/k 2 da dk

_2) ¼ _ d_ dk

To show that this integral is dependent only on k,.x and fb/f_,

let _ = kx. Then ky = _ y/x and d/_ = x dk. The nondimen-

sionalized pressure ratio becomes

p2

I i¢*':*'_"Ico:(_ cos _,)ltcos: (ey/x sin o,)l/_ d_ d_
O (k t/kt)ke,r

{_./k¢)kc1 1 d_

(7)

In Eq. (7), the only independent parameters are kcx and the

ratios ku/kc and kt/kc, which can be derived from ft,/fi. The

ratio y/x is known from the desired location within the cavity.

The geometry of the cavity itself (i.e., the cavity dimensions)

is not an important parameter in determining the nondimen-

sionalized pressure ratio of the cavity interior.
If we assume that k is a constant (i.e., Ak/k < I), this

expression cart be integrated explicity with the result that

_z-"')= 1 + Jo(2kcx) + Jo(2kcY) + Jo(2k,.x). Jo(2kcy)

+ 8_ _ _ (_ 1)" S2,,(2kcx)S:,,,(2kj)
"l_ m. l n. I

×

sin (m-n)x/2 sin (m + n)Ir/2) ")
(v/4) m = n

Notice in the limit as k,.x and k_y asymptotically approach
infinity, the Bessel functions decay and the nondimensional-

ized pressure ratio asymptotically approaches I, whereas the

kc and key approach zero (i.e., near the corner), the higher-

order Bessel functions decay, but Jo(O) -- 1 and so the nondi-

mensionalized pressure ratio asymptotically approaches 4.

Three-Dimensional Case

For the three-dimensional case, F_ = cos (nxx/L_) cos
(rnxy/Ly) cos (txz/L_) and w_ = c2[(nx/L_) 2 + (rnx/Ly) _ +
(bx/LO_]. Substituting these expressions into Eq. (2), making
the appropriate assumptions to allow the summation to be
replaced by integration (large number of modes, etc.), and
transforming from modal index space to wave-number space
yields the following expression in spherical wave-number co-
ordinates:

fit8 [cos2(kx sin 0 cos ¢)- cos2(ky sin 0 sin ¢)- cos2(kz cos O)/k] sin 0 d0 dq_ dk
k,g,,#

ffl
k,¢_,#

(8)

!i:
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1-D Intensification Curves

FI_C..005

FBJFC= .2329

FB/FC. •500

|

i
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i

0 .....

0 2 4 6 8 10
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Fig. 3 Nondimensionalized mean-square pressurevs kcx, one-dimen-
sional case, three J'b/fc ratios plotted: fb/fc = 0.005, 0.23, and 0.50.

2-D Intensification Curves

rate curves are beginning to converge (Fig. 4), whereas in the

three-dimensional case (Fig. 5), convergence occurs more
rapidly. This trend is due to the large number of two- and

three-dimensional modes for a given center frequency at fixed
bandwidth.

Oblique-Wave Approach

Alternatively, the problem of intensification near

boundaries can be analyzed as a local problem• At the walls,

for example, the problem can be modeled as an infinite num-

ber of sound waves incident upon a rigid surface from in-

finitely many directions. The expression for the pressure at a

point in the x,y plane due to a single sound wave, as shown in
Fig. 6, is p(x,y,t) = P e _('a-kyy), where P = 2 A cos kx x, and

A is the amplitude of the incident pressure wave. Assuming

equal amplitude incident waves with random phase and ran-

dom incidence angles (all equally probable), the summation of
the mean-square pressures is

292= _2A2cos 2(kxcos0)
&_,0 & k.#

where kx has been replaced by k cos O.

Assuming there are a large number of frequencies in a

particular bandwidth, as in AMA, the mean-square pressure
in the band is

S r/"2 [ k upper132 = 2,4 2 cos 2 (kx cosO) dk dO
- t/2 Ok lower

O

= a
m

u
i
m

• 2
a.

e
II

U 1

Fig. 4

FBCFC - .005

FB/FC - .2329

.......... FB/FC - .500

• "n • u • i • i

0 2 4 8 8 10
KCX

Nondimenslonallzed mean-square pressure vs kcx, two-dimen-
sional case, threef_/fc ratios plotted: fb/fc = 0.005, 0.23, and 0.50.

Again, it can be shown that the nondimensional pressure

ratio is independent of cavity geometry and is, in fact, only
dependent on the parameters kex, y/x, z/x, and fb/fc by per-
forming a change of variables, as in the two-dimensional case.

When the spatial variables are nondimensionalized by wave

number, the transition zone can be plotted as a function of

mean-square pressure vs position if the bandwidth to center

frequency ratio is specified.
As the number of dimensions increases, the ratio fb/fc plays

a less significant role in the shape of the transition zone, as cart

be seen upon comparison of Figs. 3-5. In each of the three
figures, curves corresponding to three differentfJfc ratios "are

overlayed. The threefb/fc ratios arefb/f_ = 0.005 (which cor-
responds to a narrow bandwidth at a high center frequency),

f_/f_ = 0.23 (corresponding to a lA octave band), and f#'_ =
0.500 (which corresponds to an octave band). For the one-di-

mensional case, Fig. 3 shows three distinct curves for the three
different ratios. In the two-dimensional case, the three sepa-

_o

a"

p

¢1
13

g

8

6

4

2'

0

3-D Intensification Curves

FB4:C..005
FB/FC= .2329

.......... FBh::C= .500

KCX

Fig. 5 Nondimensionalized mean-square pressure vs kcx, three-di-
mensional case, three fb/fc ratios plotted: ft,/fc = 0.005, 0.23, and
0.50.

Fig. 6 Reflection from a rigid surface Oeft) or from an absorptive
surface (right).
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In order to compare this result to the AMA result, it must be
nondimensionalized by its asymptotic far-field value (i.e..
large k,.x), which is 2TA 2 (ku-kl). The corresponding result
derived from AMA is Eq. (6). However, Eq. (6) contains
variation in both the y and x directions. The nondimensional-
ized mean-square pressure ratio is equivalent to Eq. (6) for the
two-dimensional AMA intensification from a wall providing
that the y variable is held constant and the wave number is
assumed large, such that the product ky approaches infinity.
:.ote that the l/k 2 terms in Eq. (6) are contained in the
p_essure amplitude P for the oblique waves. These resuIts also
agree with the earlier result of Waterhouse t° which was
derived using methods similar to the oblique-wave formula-
tion.

Similar relations can be derived for the two- and three-di-
mensional incident sound fields with reflections from one,
two, or three rigid surfaces. The methodology is similar to that
presented here, and the results are in agreement with the AMA
results.

Absorptive Wall Intensification

Using the oblique-wave approach outlined earlier, the effect
,.2 an absorptive wall can also be analyzed. Assume that an
infinite number of oblique waves are incident upon an absorp-
tive surface (of finite impedance, z_) from infinitely many
directions. Figure 6 shows one such pressure wave. The ex-
pression for the pressure from one wave is

, = pei(,,-,,,, = 2A Icos kxx - e-'k_x 1
Zbcos0+ l e'(" tyy)

and

Zb = ZO/PoC

h=writing, p = 1piei(_'-k,Y÷*p), where P = IPlei_'p. Then
P,*al= IPJ cos (oJt-ky + 4_u). The mean-square pressure is
equal to

_lO. Of WIVES

p'= E
j=l 2

As in the previous analysis, assume that there are a large
number of modes and replace the summation with integration.
For equal amplitude waves, the expression for the mean-
square pressure is

Absorption Results: 2000 Hz Center Freq.
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Fig. 7 Comparison of theoretically computed and experimentally

measured nondimensionalized mean-square pressure in dB vs kcx:
2000-Hz center frequency, _'3 octave band.

easy to implement. This involves changing kc from a constant,
evaluated at the center frequency, to a k, a variable, and
integrating the expression over the band Ak.

Comparisons between theoretically calculated results and
experimentally measured data are shown in Figs. 7-9 for three
different center frequencies: 2000, 3250, and 4000 Hz, respec-
tively. The impedance of the foam is different at each center
frequency. At 2000 Hz, the normalized resistance (_) is 1.17
and the normalized reactance (_"_) is -0.84. These imped-
ance characteristics correspond to an equivalent random inci-
dence absorption coefficient _ of 0.85. At 3250 Hz, _ = 1.44,
__ =0.15, and the corresponding ot=0.95. At 4000 Hz,
rb = 1.47, _ = 0.64, and the equivalent value for a is 0.91.

The theoretical results are for the three-dimensional case
with bandwidth included. These three examples are plotted for
a '/3 octave bandwidth. The experimental data were taken as
an extension of an experiment that was used to validate the
asymptotic modal analysis method for a rectangular acoustic

292= 2 [A Ia cos 2 (kd¢ cos 0) - 2

+ dO
(_ cos 0 + l) _ + (_ cos 0)2

0)r(_ cos 0+ l) cos (kcx cos 0)-'_b cos esin (kcx cos 0)1cos (/Co:COS
L (_ cos 0 + 1): + _ cos 0)2 J

Consistent with the assumptions of AMA, the wave number
has been replaced by its value at the center frequency, assum-
ir,: a narrow band with many modes. The first term in the
ex_; .'ssion is the same as in the rigid wall case. The far-field
value (i.e., the limit for large k,.x) is

I__ [ r-_ cos 0 ]p2 = 21A 12 1
{ (_bcosO+ 1)2+_coso) 2 dO

After dividing by the expression for the far-field mean-square
pressure, the end result is an expression that is equivalent to
the rigid wall mean-square pressure result, but with a set of
terms added to include the effects of absorption.

These expressions can be extended to three dimensions by
integrating in spherical coordinates around both angular di-
rections. If desired, inclusion of the bandwidth effect is also

cavity with rigid walls. The apparatus and details of the exper-
iment are described in Ref. 18. However, the original appara-
tus was modified by placing an open-cell acoustic foam on one
wall of the cavity. The experimental data were taken by mov-
ing a microphone into the cavity from the foam-covered wall
and recording the measured sound pressure levels.

The theoretical curves show clear asymptotic behavior,
whereas the experimental curves settle down less rapidly. The
physical system in the experiment was a three-dimensional
enclosure with rigid walls. Provided that the rigid walls were in
the far field of the microphone, so that their intensification
zones were not penetrated by the microphone, the experiment
should be analogous to the theoretical model. Although this
condition was satisfied, it appears from the experimental data
that the interior of the cavity was not uniform. Previous work,
both analytical h2 and experimental ts have shown that, when
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Absorption Results: 3250 Hz Center Freq.
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Fig. 8 Comparison of theoretically computed and experimentally
measured nondimensionalized mean-square pressure in dB vs kcx:
3250-Hz center frequency, VJ octave band.

Absorption Results: 4000 Hz Center Freq.
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Fig. 9 Comparison of theoretically computed and experimentally
measured nondimensionalized mean-square pressure in dB vs kcx:
4000-Hz center frequency, V_ octave band.

the damping in the cavity is small, the cavity interior is uni-
form except in the intensification regions. Covering one wall

with the absorptive foam apparently added enough damping
to prevent the interior sound pressure levels from becoming
uniform.

The wall impedance dramatically changes the character of

the intensification region. In fact, as Figs. 7-9 show, the

sound pressure levels at the wall can be reduced well below the
interior levels if the wall is sufficiently absorptive. Despite the

discrepancies away from the wall, the curves show reasonable
qualitative agreement between the analytical and experimental
results near the wall, as is consistent with the local nature of

the intensification process.

Bandwidth Effect

The key parameter in all of the previous studies was the

bandwidth to center frequency ratio fa/fc. In order to isolate

the contribution of the bandwidth from that of the center
frequency, a Taylor series expansion was performed. For ex-

ample, Eq. (6) for the two-dimensional waves in the intensifi-

cation zone is a double integral in k and c_. It can be written as

a Taylor series expansion about the center frequency wave

number k¢ as follows:

F(k, e) dk de = F(k¢, t_) dk d,',
k t kt

+ (k-kc) dk de

f_ I_"a2F(k,r,)[ (k-k¢) 2+ Jk, ak2 *c 2! dk de + • • • (9)

Using the arithmetic definition of center frequency, i.e.,
k¢ = (k, + kt)/2, the integrals of odd powers of (k- k¢) will

equal zero, leaving only the integrals of even powers of band-
width. Nondimensionalizing introduces a factor of bandwidth
in the denominator. Therefore, the resulting function will

consist of a term that is dependent only on center frequency

plus higher-order terms that contain bandwidth squared and

the higher even powers of bandwidth.

An illustrative example, which can be solved in closed form,
is the intensification in a corner approaching along an edge,
where the motion of the wall is such that the displacement is

relatively constant (white noise) in the bandwidth. For this

case, the nondimensional mean-square pressure expression is

])2 k,CJ,o
= (1 O)

k,_,O

This equation differs from Eq. (8) by a factor of k 2 in the

integrals, since Eq. (8) is for the case where the white noise

assumption is applied to the acceleration of the moving wall,

rather than its displacement. The z axis is taken as the edge

along which the intensification is studied. This expression has
the closed-form solution:

/_2 4 + 2 sin (2kcz) sin [(kjk¢)k_z)]
(10

(1)2) (kcz )2(kb/ kc )

All center frequency subscripts here refer to the arithmetic

center frequency. Alternatively, the Taylor series expansion

procedure outlined in Eq. (9) and performed on Eq. l0 yields

p2 sin(2kcz) I :kb'_ 2
(p2-"_= 4 + 4 2kez 3 _,-_¢/ (kcz) sin (2kcz)

+ higher order terms (12)

Expanding the sine (k_/k¢ kcz) term in Eq. (11) in a Taylor
series about the center frequency wave number produces an
identical result. This approximate solution is only valid in the

region where the sine function is closely approximated by a
two-term Taylor series. For greater accuracy, the solution
would have to include higher-order bandwidth to center fre-

quency ratio terms. The two-term Taylor series for sine is only

valid up to arguments approximately equal to 1.25. Therefore,
in this example, the combination (ka/k¢)(kez) must be < 1.25,
or conservatively < 1.0, which means that kez _ 1/(kJk¢)
for the approximate solution to be accurate. Typically, inten-
sification occurs close to the wall, edge, or corner where the
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Fig. 12 Comparison of exact solution vs the approximate solution
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Fig. 11 Correctlot_ curve that is to be multiplied by fb/fc ratio
squared: this curve by itself is also Independent of bandwidth.

values of k_x, key, or kcz are small. In fact, usually, kcx, keY,

and/or kcz < 2_/3. Therefore, in most cases, the two-term
solution should be sufficient. For a _ octave band, for exam-
ple kb/kc is 0.23, which satisfies the requirement that kcz < l/
(k_/k_).

Since the bandwidth correction is second order in band-

width, the mean-square pressure can be approximated by a
si _.ple curve that is dependent on center frequency (CF) only
fox small bandwidths. This curve (the CF curve) for the cur-
rent example problem is plotted in Fig. 10. It is a function of
kcx alone, and is independent of bandwidth. The effects of
increasing bandwidth can be taken into account by adding

another function of center frequency that has been multiplied
by the ratio (fb/fc) 2. This function, called the correction curve,
is shown in Fig. 11 [before multiplication by (.fb/fc) 2] for this
example.

In Fig. 12, the correction curve has been multiplied by
(0.23) 2 and then added to the CF curve. The results are ex.

Peered to be accurate up to kcz around 4.0, as explained
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kcz

Comparison of exact solution vs the approximate solution
consisting of CF curve + Vb/fc) 2 correction curve, forfb/f_ = 0.500.

earlier. However, the exact solution and the approximate solu-
tion agree with each other well beyond 4.0. In Fig. 13, a
similar comparison between the approximate solution and the

exact solution is made forf_,/fc = 0.5. Here, good agreement is
expected up to 2.0. Once again, the agreement actually extends

beyond that predicted. From the plot, it is also easy to see that
the approximate solution fails for large kcz.

Conclusions

In previous work, asymptotic modal analysis was used to
predict interior sound pressure levels in a rectangular acoustic
cavity. Local response peaks in sound pressure level were
found at the boundaries; otherwise, the interior levels were

nearly constant. In the present work, the spatial variation of
sound pressure level between the boundary and the uniform
interior was studied, i.e., the intensification zone.

It was found that using such AMA techniques as treating
the discrete summation as an integration, and evaluating cer-
tain parameters at the center frequency, etc., provides accu-
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rate results even when the number of modes is relatively few.
In addition, the AMA formulation allows estimation of tile

mean-square pressure ratio as a function of nondimensional-
ized distance into the cavity, without knowing the cavity
dimensions. The family parameter for the curves of nondi-
mensionalized mean-square pressure vs nondimensionalized
distance (distance multiplied by the center frequency wave
number) is the bandwidth to center frequency ratio fjf¢.
Plots of one-, two-, and three-dimensional intensification

zones have shown that the dependence onfJc is less important
as the number of modal dimensions increases, i.e., the effect

is least important in the three-dimensional case.
The bandwidth dependence was separated from the center

frequency dependence through a Taylor series expansion
about the center frequency wave number, which was per-
formed on the expression for mean-square pressure. As a
result, the mean-square pressure can be expressed as a func-
tion of center frequency plus terms that are of order band-
width to center frequency ratio squared, and higher (even
powers). Therefore, if the bandwidth to center frequency ratio
is sufficiently small, the expression can be simplified. If sev-
eral bandwidth to center frequency ratios are to be considered,
their effects can be added on as corrections that are of order

(A/fc) 2.
The intensification zones were also analyzed as local prob-

lems consisting of an infinite number of oblique incidence
sound waves impinging upon a rigid or an absorptive surface.
The result for the spatial average of the sound pressure levels
in the rigid wall case was identical to that obtained from the
AMA methods. The result for the absorptive wall was found

to contain the rigid wall result as well as additional terms that
contain the impedance information. The shape of the intensi-
fication zone is strongly affected by the choice of wall

impedance and can be remarkably different from that near a
rigid wail, In particular, minimum rather than maximum lev-
els may occur in this zone. The absorptive wall analytical
result was compared with experimental results and found to

agree qualitatively near the wall.

The results of this work provide physical insight into the

intensification zone behavior in acoustic cavities by providing
analytical expressions that describe the sound field in terms of
universal components that show the importance of various
parameters. The analytical techniques that were used here

provide efficient and accurate methods for predicting sound
pressure levels in rooms with intensification zones.
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Experimental Verificationof the
AsymptoticModalAnalysis
Methodas Appliedto a
RectangularAcousticCavity
Excitedby Structural Vibration
An experiment was performed on a rigid wall rectangular acoustic cavity driven by

a flexible plate mounted in a quarter_ of one end wall and excited by white noise.

The experbnent was designed so that the assumptions of Asymptotic Modal Analysis

(AMA ) were satisfied for certahl bandwidths and center frequencies. Measurements

of sound pressure levels at points along the boundaries and incrementally #1to the

interior were taken. These were compared with the theoretical results predicted with

AMA, and found to be in good agreement, particularly for moderate ( 1/3 octave)

bandwidths and sufficiently high center frequencies. Sound pressure level measure-

ments were also taken well intot he cacity interior at various points along the 5

totally rigid walls. The AMA theory, including boundary intensification effects,
waw shown to be accurate provided the assumption of htrge number of acoustic

modes is satisfied, and variables such as power spectra of the wall acceleration,

frequency, and damping are slowly varying in the frequency bandwidth.

Introduction

Enclosed spaces such as the interiors of airplanes or auto-
mobiles, in which the enclosure itself or portions of a wall

vibrate, are most often subject to interior noise problems. This

structural vibration induces an acoustic field in the interior

space, and the wall flexibility allows external sound fields to
be transmitted to the interior. Two methods which are tradi-

tionally used to predict the interior noise levels are Classical

Modal Analysis (CMA) and Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA).

Another method, Asymptotic Modal Analysis (AMA) which

contains aspects of both CMA and SEA, has recently been

developed for structural-acoustic applications.
Classical Modal Analysis involves consideration of each in-

dividual mode of the system: the structural modes of the en-

closure, the acoustic modes of the cavity, as well as the coupled

structural-acoustic modes, Recent work by Pan and Bies (I990),
studying the effect of fluid-structural coupling on sound waves

in an enclosure is an example of a CMA-type approach. Other

CMA-based methods include finite element analysis (for ex.

ample, Sung and Nefske, 1984), and boundary element meth-

ods (for example, Seybert and Cheng, 1987). Because individua!
modal contributions are considered, these methods are cum-

bersome for systems with large numbers of modes.
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The SEA method is often a good alternative method when

there is a large number of modes involved, since only statistical
quantities regarding the system need to be known. The SEA

method gives accurate results, when the underlying stochastic

asframptions are met in the frequency range considered. How-
ever, because the results are given in terms of statistical quan-

tities only (e.g., spatially-averaged mean-square pressuresh
detailed information cannot be obtained using SEA. The stand-

ard reference on SEA is the textbook by Lyon (1975).

A new method, Asymptotic Modal Analysis (AMA), which

was developed by Dowell (1983), is a hybrid of the previous

methods. It is systematically derived from Classical Modal

Analysis, and therefore contains several levels of approxi-

mation and generality. The accuracy and simplicity of the

results obtained /'ram AMA are adjusted by determining the
level of approximation in the derivation. In this work, the

accuracy and limitations of the AMA method for a structural-

acoustic system are explored experimentally.

Peretti and Dowell (1992a) analyzed the acoustic field inside

a rectangular cavity where five walls were rigid and the sixth

wall, or a portion of that wall, was vibrating. In their work,
the interior noise levels were studied through a comparison of

the results obtained b)" Asymptotic Modal Analysis (AMA)

and those obtained by Classical Modal Analysis (CMA). It
was found that AMA, which in theory is valid in the limit

when there is an infinite number of modes responding; gave



• suprisingly good results when the number of modes was infinite
and only moderately large. Peretti and Dowell (1992a) studied
the case where the vibrating wall was excited with a white noise
time history and assumed to respond with an infinite number
of structural modes. Their theoretical study found that the
sound pressure levels in the interior of the rectangular acoustic
cavity were nearly constant, with the exceptions occurring at
the boundaries. In particular, these boundary areas or "in-
tensification zones" exhibited levels which were 8, 4, and 2
times higher than the interior level for the corners, edges and
walls, respectively. The intensification effect is caused by the
existence of spatially correlated modes at the boundaries due
to enforcement of the wall boundary conditions, while the
modes in the interior are uncorrelated.

Peretti and Doweli (1992b) also analyzed the transition be-
tween the intensification at the boundaries and the uniform
interior region. They found that the pressure field can be de-
scribed in terms of a nondimensional parameter, which sca-
lesthe distance into the cavity with the wavenumber
corresponding to the center frequency, for different values of
the bandwidth to center frequency ratio. This result is inde-
pendent of the cavity dimensions for frequencies sufficiently
high to achieve the AMA limit, and suggests that it is effectively
a local solution near the boundary. In fact, similar intenslfi-
cation results were obtained for a uniform distribution of
oblique waves incident on an infinite wall, which is the equiv-

•alent problem in the nearfield.
The purpose of this work is to compare these previous an--

alytical results with experimental data and to test the practical
limitations of the theory. To this end, an experiment was per-
formed in which a portion of one wall of an otherwise rigid
rectangular cavity was excited structurally with a white noise
time history. The experimented design was chosen to best match
the assumptions which were made in the theoretical study of
Peretti and Dowel[ (1992a). The principal findings of the earlier
theoretical study which were further investigated by the present
experimental study are: that the response in the interior of the
cavity is uniform, that at the corners, edges and wails the sound
pressure levels are 8, 4, and 2 times greater than the levels in
the interior; and that the thickness of the intensification zone
is independent of the cavity dimensions.

Previous Theoretical Results and Experimental Goals

This section summarizes the previous theoreticals results in
relation to the goals of current experimental work.

When both the number of structural modes and the number
of acoustic modes are large then, from Peretti and Dowell
(1992a) the nondimensionalized mean square pressure locally
(i.e., as a function of position in the cavity (can be expressed
as:

_z r AL Af(FcZ) 2
.---._¢__ _(poCo')"4 V2 4,,.(_) ._2 _ 3..4 3 ___F;[x.y.z).(Mc ) (c_r) Sc ( Z_ ) ,

(i)

From, (I), the quantities which are needed to predict the local

plean-square pressure are: the flexible wall area (AlL the vol-
ume of the cavity (V), the acoustic modal function, (F, (x,y,z),
cosines for the rectangular cavity), as well as quantities which
are evaluated at the center frequency of the band. The acoustic
generalized mass (McA), the center frequency (o_c), the acoustic
modal damping (_'d), and the power spectra of the walI ac-
celeration ('l'w) are all evaluated at the center frequency only
and are not determined for each individual mode. F, stands
for the modal average of the acoustic modal function. (Z_Z)is
the ratio of the volume average of F, 2 to the average of Fcz
over the flexible wall area. The following assumptions are
implicit in this equation: the power spectra of the wall response
is uncorrelated in space, which is a consequence of having a
large number of structural modes; and the power spectrum of
the wall response is slowly varying with respect to frequency
relative to the rapidly varying acoustic cavity transfer function.
Also, it is assumed that the generalized mass, the frequency
in the band of interest, and the damping ratio vary slowly,
and can be approximately by their values at the at the center
frequency of the band. A complete derivation of Eq. (1) is
given in the Appendix.

. Increasing the bandwidth, and therefore increasing the num-
berof modes at a given center frequency, should improve the
agreement between the experimental results and the asymptotic
modal analysis results. However, beyond a certain bandwidth

• size, the assumptions that frequency, damping, etc. are con-
stant are violated, and this tends to negate the positive effect
on analytical/experimental correlation which is due to the in-
creased number of modes. One goal of the experiment was to
investigate the bandwidth effect.

When there is a large number of acoustic modes in the cavity,
i.e., when the index r in Eq. (1) goes to infinity, the mean
square pressure levels in the interior approach a uniform value.
The only term in the AMA expression for mean square pressure
which contains spatial variation is inside the summation over
acoustic modes. However, for very large r, the summation of
F, 2 equals a constant, which is the same for all x, y, and z,
unless x, y, or z are close (within an acoustic wavelength) to
the cavity boundaries. The condition, x, and/or y, and/or z
equal to 0, Lx, Ly, or L:, corresponds to a wall, an edge or a
corner location.

For a rectangular enclosure, substituting _ = cosine"(,%rx/
L,,)'cosine2(GTty/L._)'cosine2(r_xz/L_) into Eq. (1), and setting
either x, y, or z equal to 0 or Lx, L_,, or L_, for a wall, the
term I;_/AN A for large • becomes 1/4. In the interior region,
where neither x, y, nor z are equal to 0 or the cavity dimensions
in their respective directions, this ratio is 1/8. Therefore, the
ratio of wall mean square pressure to the uniform interior
pressure is 2 to 1. Similarly, the ratio of mean square pressure
in a corner to the uniform level is 8 to i, and for an edge it
is 4 to 1. These intensification zones at the boundaries are due
to the spatial correlation of the modes there (enforced by the
rigid wall boundary conditions) as opposed to the random
distribution (spatially and temporally) in the interior. Vail-

Nomenclature
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F=

L =
M =
p =
V =
W

X, yzZ =

area X, Y, Z = acoustic modal function • ,= time derivative
speed of sound component dependent -(overbar) = RMS
cavity acoustic modal on x, y, z
function AN = number of acoustic Subscripts

cavity dimension modes c = center frequency
generalized mass to = frequency f = flexible
presure _I, = power spectrum • = acoustic modal index
volume p = density w = pertaining to the flexi-
displacement _" = damping ratio ble wall
spatial position coordi- ( > = spatially averaged quart- 0 = reference value
nate tity .4 = acoustic



dation of the uniformity of the interior sound level as well as

the intensification levels at the walls, edges and corners was"

another goal of the experiment.
The intensification zones exhibit boundary layer behavior,

and are relatively flat in the interior region. Peretti and Dowe[l

(1992b) studied the transition from the peak boundary levels

to the uniform interior level for the rectangular acoustic cavity

previously considered. They define the nondimensional pa-

rameter, ken, as the center frequency wavenumber multiplied

by the distance into the cavity. The mean square pressure as

a function of k,.d is independent of cavity dimensions and is

only dependent on the bandwidth to center frequency ratio

and direction from the cavity boundary. The thickness of the

intensification zone scales with the center frequency wave-
number and is such that for different bandwidth to center

frequency ratios the intensification thickness is relatively con-

stant. A further goal of the experiment was to measure the

sound pressure levels as they transition from the peak levels

at the boundaries to the nearly uniform levels inside the cavity.

Experimental Design and Description of Apparatus

The experiment was designed to match as closely as possible

the theoretical assumptions. These assumptions include: a rigid

rectangular cavity with only a flexible portion of of one wall

vibrating, a large (infinite) number of structural modes re-

sponding on the vibrating wall portion, and a large number
of acoustic modes containing all frequencies in the band ("white

noise"). In the theoretical work, the width, height, and length

dimensions were in the proportions 2 to 3 to 7. These dimen-
sions were chosen so that they would not be integer multiples
of each other.

A rectangular box was constructed almost entirely of 1 in.
thick Plexiglass. The interior dimensions of the box were 408
mm X 610 mm X 1520 ram. One of the 408 mm by 610 mm
wails was constructed of Bakelite and was removable. This

feature allows the flexible plate location and dimensions to be

varied in subsequent experiments. The portion of the Bakelite
wall that was rigid was 25.4 mm (I in.) thick, and the thickness

of the portion which was flexible varied according to its other

dimensions. The requirement of having a large number of
structural modes responding on the flexible Bakelite plate dic-

tated the thickness to area ratio of the plate; the smaller the
plate area, the thinner the plate needed to be. For the exper-

imental data reported here, the flexible area was positioned in
the lower left corner of the wall, its area was 622.2 square cm,

which corresponds to 1/4 of the entire wall area for that face,

and its thickness was 1.5875 mm (5/16 in.).

The flexible portion was driven by white noise which was

supplied by a B&K Noise Generator connected to an amplifier

and then Io a 2 lb. shaker. The sting of the shaker was attached

to the flexible portion of the wall by wax at a position which

was off-center, so as to excite both symmetric and antisym-

metric modes. Previous work by Kubota and Dowell (1986)
has shown that when a plate is driven in this manner, a large

number of (structural) modes respond, and the response char-

acteristics are nearly spatially uniform; exceptions occur at the

structural boundaries and at the point of excitation. For this

type of behavior, at Feast fifteen structural modes must be

present in the bandwidth. Figure 1 shows a plot of the number

of structural modes for the flexible plate used in this study as

well as the number of acoustic modes in the cavity versus

frequency for various frequency bandwidths divided by center

frequency, i.e, .005, .2329, .500.
An accelerometer was used to measure the acceleration of

the vibrating plate. The accelerometer was carefully positioned

so as not to be near a boundary or the force application point.

Microphone probe tubes were used to take sound pressure

level measurements inside the cavity and they were approxi-

mately 20 cm (8 in.) long. Holes of approximately 4 mm in

diameter were drilled at various locations on the 5 rigid walls

to accommodate the microphone probe tubes. In order to keep

the cavity "rigid," the holes where.plugged when not in use.

The end of each piing was aligned with the interior of the cavity.

A schematic drawing of the cavity is shown ifi Fig. 2.

The microphone probe tubes-possessed standing waves which

were damped out using open cell foam strips, which were

inserted into each tube. Figure 3 shows a diagram of a micro-

phone probe tube. The effect of the damping was accounted
for in the final pressure measurements by calibrating accord-

ingly. The calibration was done by comparing the outputs of

two microphones: a half-inch microphone without a probe

tube, and a half-inch microphone with a probe tube. The two
microphones were placed in front of a loudspeaker _hich was

driven with white noise, such at that the mouth of the probe
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Fig. 4 Transfer function of the response of microphone probe tube
without damping to a bare microphone, and transfer function of Ihe
response ol microphone probe tube with damping to a bare microphone

tube was flush with the face of the bare microphone. The

transfer function between the two microphone outputs was
taken on a spectrum analyzer and stored on a computer for

future use in calibrating the data. Figure 4 shows transfer

functions, with and without damping. The added damping has

the effect of removing the standing wave peaks without a large

reduction in signal to noise ratio.

The ratio of the output (in volts) from the two microphones

(without probe tubes) subject to a fixed pressure input was
also needed for the calibration. This ratio was assumed to be

independent of frequency in the frequency range of interest,

and therefore, could be obtained from two pistonphone meas-

urements. Since the system is linear, the raw data could be

corrected for the damping effect in the probe tube by using

the ratio of the two microphones without probe tubes, and the

transfer function (which varied with frequency) for a micro-

phone with a probe tube to one without.
During the experiment, two microphone/probe setups (both

calibrated as described earlier) were used to measure sound

pressure levels at two interior points simultaneously while the
accelerometer measured the motion of the wall. These three

data samples were input to a spectrum analyzer (4-channel
Scientific Atlanta SD-380), from which power spectra could

be plotted on a compatible Hewlett-Packard plotter directly,
or the raw data could be stored on the VAX computer via an

[EEE connection, and later post-processed. The plotter option

was convenient for checking measurements in the early stages

of the experiment. However, the bulk of the experimental data

was stored on a computer as raw data (i.e., volts) and later
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Fig. 5 Experimental set.up schematic
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post-processed, since the goal was to compare with the earlier

analytical study in which nondimensionalgroupings were used.

Results and Discussion

Experimental Procedure and Data Process-

ing, Microphones with probe tubes were used to measure
sound pressure levels at differentlocations inside the rectan-
gular acoustic cavity while an accelerometer measured the

shaker input to the wall. For each fixed microphone probe
tube location, three independent readings were taken for both

the microphones and the accelerometer. The microphone and
accelerometer data were read into a spectrum analyzer and

converted to power spectra densities. The power spectra ranged

from 0 to 5000 Hz and consisted of 400 data points. Therefore,
the narrow bandwidths for the raw data were 12.5 Hz. The

power spectra data in volts were stored on a computer for later

post-processing.

The first step in the post-processing was to read in the three

independent measurements for a fixed spatial coordinate inside

the cavity and average them. The measurements were checked

by plotting the three samples and their average. These data

were then converted from volts into mean square pressures in

Newtons per meter squared by using the earlier microphone
calibration data and the conversion factors from the piston-

phone measurements. The second post-processing step was to

take the average of the three narrow band power spectral
densities (12.5 Hz spacing), and create new spectra with dif-

ferent bandwidth to center frequency ratios. For this, a com-

puter program was written which stepped through center

frequency, computed the bandwidth for a desired bandwidth

to center frequency ratio, and summed the squares of the data

in that desired band. The outputs of this computer program

were power spectral densities (in dB) in continous bands, typ-

ically from 200 Hz to 4000 Hz with spacing every 20 Hz, for

a particular bandwidth to center frequency ratio _t,/f¢). Typical

plots for a microphone and an accelerometer are shown in Fig.
6.

The third and final step in post-processing introduced the

probe location into the data. Here, a series of power spectral
densities for a given it, tic ratio were read into a computer

program, along with their associated position (x, y, and z

coordinates) in the cavity. The output of this program was

mean square pressure level versus k,d, where k,d is the wave-

number (k¢) for a particular center frequency times the distance

(d) into the cavity with respect to a reference point. Upon
completion of the final step, the data have been transformed

from power spectral densities in volts to mean-square pressures
as a function of a nondimensional parameter k,d for a given
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center frequency and given bandwidth to center frequency
ratio.

Uniform Interior. When there is a large number of spatially
uncorrelated acoustic modes in the cavity, the theory predicts
that the interior sound pressure levels in a band will be uni-
formly spatially distributed. To test this hypothesis, micro-
phone probe tubes were inserted into the cavity to their
maximum extension (approx. 20 cm) at various locations on
the five rigid walls. The power spectral densities (in dB re. 2
X l0 -} N/M _) were plotted versus frequency (Hz) for a 1/3
octave band. The scatter of this data is shown in Fig. 7, where
the deviation from the mean is plotted versus frequency. Note
that above 2000 Hz, the data contain little scatter, while below
2000 Hz the scatter in the data is as much as ± 10 dB. This
suggests that the region above 2000 Hz will be in the AMA
limit, that is, the theoretical conditions are met regarding the
large number of acoustic modes. For this geometrical config-
uration, a frequency of 2000 Hz corresponds to 26 plate (struc-
tural) modes and 266 cavily (acoustic modes in a 1/3 octave
band. This compares to 16 plate modes and 64 cavity )nodes
at 1000 Hz. (Figure 1 shows the growth in the number of modes
versus frcqu,_ncy for various band_vidth to center frequency
ratios.)

Intensification Zones Near The Cavity Bounda-
ries. Theoretically, response peaks occur at the boundaries
of the cavity, due to the imposition of the boundary conditions.
These peaks are 8, 4, and 2 times higher than the spatially
uniform values that exist further into the cavity; the level of
intensification depends upon whether the boundary point is
on a corner, edge or a wall, respectively. Analytically, these
intensification zones have been studied by Peretti and Dowell
(1992b) by plotting the mean-square pressure as a function of
nondimensional distance into the cavity (k,z/). The two main
points for comparison between theory and experiment for the
intensification zone study were the ratio of the levels at the
boundaries to those in the uniform region and the thickness
of the intensification zone (as determined by the distance to
the first minimum).

Figures 8, 9, and 10show intensification curves coming from
a corner, an edge, and a wall into the interior. In the cases of
the corner and the edge, the trajectory was at an oblique angle,
whereas For the wall, the trajectory was perpendicular to the
wall. The three cases shown here are for a I/3 octave band-
width. Several center frequencies are plotted for the experi-
mental data; the theoretical data is only dependent upon the
ratio of band_idth to center frequency which is .232'-) for a
I/3 octave band. The ordinate is the ratio of mean-square
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Hz, the ratio of mean-square pressure in a corner to that in
Wall to Interior - the interior is almost J0 to I. The deterioration of the theory

at higl_er center frequency is due to the fact that the bandwidth

is proportional to the center frequency. Therefore the band-

width gets wider as the center frequency. Therefore ttle band-

width gets wider as the center frequency increases. In large
bandwidths, the assumptions that the frequency, pov,'er spectra

of the wall acceleration, damping, etc. are essentially constant

may break down.
Similar results are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. In Fig. 9, the

theoretical curve has a value of 4 at k,.d equal 0(at the edge),

theo,V reaches its first minimum around 3 oscillates slightly and

asymptotes to I for large values of k,d. Here, k_ is the non-
dimensional distance from the edge along a line which makes

an angle of 33 deg. with the wall. Experimental results agree

well for center frequencies above 3000 Hz. At 3000 Hz, the

value of mean-square pressure at the edge is more than 5 times

higher than the interior.
The mean-square pressure ratio in the intensification zone

near a wall (away from its corners or edges) is shown in Fig.

10. Theoretically, the ratio is 2 to 1 at the wall. Again, agree-

ment is good, although the experimental levels are higher than

the predicted levels at the wall, for the highest center frequency
values.

In all three cases, the experimental data show asymptotic

behavior, that is, the mean-square pressure levels approach a

constant for large k,-d. In almost all instances, the theory pre-
dicts the thickness of the intensification zone well.

Effect Of Bandwidth. The previous data suggest that the

theory holds when the center frequency is large such that there
is a large number of acoustic modes in the cavity. However,

it also suggests that when the bandwidth is too large the theory
breaks down. In Fig. I I, the center frequency is held constant
at 3000 Hz, and the bandwidth to center frequency ratio is

varied from 5 percent to 50 percent. The experimental data
which are used here are for the wall intensification zone. Six

experimental curves are shown. A corresponding theoretical

curve for each experimetnal curve is not shown in order not
to _:rowd the plot. Although there are six different theoretical

curves to compare to, all the theoretical curves have a value

of two at the wall, and asymptote to one away from the wall.

Therefore, qualitatively this data can be judged on how well

it agrees at the wall and asymptotically. The worst cases are

the data corresponding [o the 5 per-cent and the 50 percent J_, " -
f,. ratios, but for different reasons. For small bandxs_idths, there
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pressure at the x, y, z point to mean-square pressure of the

interior region. The abscissa is the nondimensional distance

into the cavity.

The theoretical curve in Fig. 8, for the case where k,d starts

in the corner (0, 0, 0) and proceeds into the cavity at an angle

which is approximately 33 deg in one direction and 56 ° in the

other, starts with a ratio of 8 in the corner, and then becomes
flat with a level of l for large values of k,-d. Also, the first

minimum occurs around k_d = _', which corresponds to d =
X,./2, where X_ is the center frequency wavelength. The exper-
imental curves which best fit the theoretical curve are for fre-

quencies above 2000 Hz. This was expected since 20000 Hz

seemed to be the lower bound on the AMA regime from the

earlier results evaluating the uniformity of the interior sound
levels. Therefore, at 2000 Hz, there are not enough modes for

the theory to hold, although the agreement is still fairly good.

The experimental data show better agreement with theory as

the center frequency and, therefore, the number of modes

increases, up to a point, and then it is slightly worse. At 4000
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may not be enough modes to satisfy the condition that the

number of acoustic modes be very large. However, for large

bandwidths, the condition that certain variables be considered

constant in the band is violated.

Prediction of Interior Levels using AMA vs. Experimental

Results. The spatially-averaged mean-square pressure of the
interior is described by AMA theory (see the Appendix) as:

(_2> 7r [Af_ 2 M_4,+

,--__ 2,.--- - _T) (2)

The quantities Af (the flexible wall area) and V (the volume

of the interior) are known from the geometry of the rectangular

acoustic cavity. The number of modes A/V a in the desired
bandwidth can be estimated using the standard formula from
architectural acoustics (in any of the textbooks referenced).
The term (ZcZ> is a ratio of the acoustic modal functions
evaluated at the center frequency spatially averaged over the

entire volume to that spatially averaged over the flexible wall
area. For this example, the acoustic modal functions are prod-
ucts of cosines. The damping ratio evaluated at the center

frequency, J'cA can be estimated from independent measure-
ments of the reverberation time in the acoustic cavity, which

were performed as part of the overall experimental effort.

The reverberation time was measured using a B&K sound

level meter with a reverbation module attached, (B&K Sound
Level Meter Type 2231 Plus Reverberation Processor Module
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Fig. 13 Comparison of experimental and theoretically predicted values
for spatially.averaged mean.square pressure --

.°

Square pressures are shown in Fig. 13. The solid line corre-

sponds to data which were measured experimentally with mi-

crophones and then averaged. The spatially-averaged sound
pressure levels which are predicted using AMA, with the input
to the AMA formula being the accelerometer measurement
from the flexible wail and the predicted damping ratio from
reverberation time measurements, are represented by discrete

points. An additional curve is also shown in the figure, it
corresponds to the AMA predicted values for the mean-square

pressure assuming a constant damping ratio of 3 percent. The

agreement shown is quite good, particularly above 2000 Hz,
where the flexible plate is in the AMA limit. Below this value,
one accelerometer reading is not sufficient to represent the

power spectra of the wall acceleration. It is believed that better

agreement could be obtained by using a spatial average of the

output from several accelerometers on the flexible wall for

4,+. However, below a certain value of center frequency, the
assumptions for AMA, both in the acoustics as well as the

structural dynamics, break down and good agreement can never
be reached.

Conclusions

When there is a large number of structure modes responding
on the vibrating portion of the wall and when there is a large
number of acoustic modes in the cavity, the AMA theor.v

predicts that the sound pressure levels in the interior are uni-

BZ 7104) which sends 1/3 octave band bursts and then meas- form. This was verified by the experiment performed here,

ures decay as a function of time. It calculates and displays the which showed that for this cavity configuration, an AMA
reverberation time in each 1/3 octave band. The damping ratio

was predicted from reverberation time measurements through

the relationship described by Dowell (1978) and are plotted in

Fig. 12. The remaining unknown parameter in Eq. (2) is the

power spectra of the wall acceleration, _,. This information
can be obtained from the accelerometer measurements shown,

for example, in Fig. 6, which were taken concurrently with the

microphone readings for sound pressure levels. The acceler-
ometer was moved around on the Hexib[e portion of the wall,

and the response was found to be nearly spatially uniform
above 2000 Hz, i.e., the flexible plate, itself, was in the AMA
limit for structural vibration above 2000 Hz (approximately

26 modes in'a I/3 octa_e band).

A comparison between experimentally obtained results and

theoretically predicted values for spatially averaged mean

regime exists above 2000 Hz for power spectral densities taken
in i/3 octave bands. The AMA theory also predicts that in-
tensification occurs at the cavity boundaries, and that the re-

spective ratios relative to the interior level are 8, 4, and 3 for
corner, edge, and wall intensification. The theory and exper-
iment showed reasonable agreement with respect to the levels
of intensification at the boundaries as well as the thickness of

the intensification zone. The combination of bandwidth and

center frequency must be carefully chosen to give optimal
results from the AMA theory. If the bandwidth is too narrow.
or the center frequency too low there )nay not be enough modes
for the assumption of infinite number of acoustic modes to

be valid. Whereas, if the bandwidth is too wide, other A.MA

assumptions break do_vn, such as that the modal properties

are slowly varying over the bandwidth.
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APPENDIX

The following is a derivation of Eq. (i) in the text. Equation
(2) is a spatial average of Eq. (1). A Similar derivation can be
found in Kubota, Dionne and Dowel[ (1988).

The structural wall modal equation of motion is

Mm[qm + 2_rnwtnfT,,+ co, 2q,,,] = Q,,E (I)

where the modal expansion for the wall deflection is

w = Zq,,(t)'t'm(X,y) (2)
m

and the structural generalized mass is

M,,- I I m'xI'mZ(x'y)dxdy (3)
¢.-1[

and the generalized force due to a given external pressure is

Q,,E . I I..t/PEq,,,(.,-,y)d.,.dv (4)

The acoustic cavity modal equation is

p, + 2_,'tc,'p, + _;t'p, = Q_, (5)

where the modal expansion for the acoustic cavity pressure is

pr(l)Fr(x,y,z)

p = poCo2 _ M,a (6)
r

and the acoustic generalized mass is

1
M'_ ""V f l Iv F'2(x'y'z)dxdydz (7)

and the generalized acceleration due to the structural wall is

I¢'== |+r- fIf+ '+'
Define f, a nondimensional cavity pressure,

.Il t ,x o',z) = _

From (6) and the defintion or auto-power spectrum, the auto-
power spectrum off is:

F,(x,y,z) F,(x,y,z)
• M;' +., (9)

r $

where the.cross-spectra are defined as:

I -Rp_,(r)ei_"dr (I 0)

and the cross-correlations of the modal generalized pressure
coordinates are:

r/ P

#1 Pr(t)P2f(I+T)dT" (1 ],Rpeps l,m
,-_ - 7"

Similarly from (8) the cross-power spectra Q_"" and Q+lt.are:

IIIf
dxdydx°dy ". (12)

The transfer function for the acoustic modal Eq. (5) is:

1

H_(co) - _ co2+ 2i_',_¢co + co_2 (13)

From standard random response theory and Eq. (5), the re-

lationship between 4%,,s and 'l'r,%W is:
A ,4

4'p,,e,,(co)= H, (co)H;(- co)_Q,wo,iv(co). (14)

From (9),(12),and (14):

! F,(x,y,z) Fs(x,y,z) A a
*I(co;x'y'z)= -'__ Z M: _ H_.(co)H,(- co)

P $

(15)

Thisisthe basicexpressionfor the power spectraof the
cavity pressure in terms of the power spectra of the wall ac-
cderat_on. The double summation over r and s can be reduced
to a single summation by ignoring the off-diagonal coupling.
This is caIled "joint acceptance" theory, and it entails omitting
all terms in the double sum except those for which r=s, This
theory is applicable because H_(co).Hs( - co)<< IH,.(co)12and Hs
(co).H,(-co)<< IHs(co)l 2 for typical small damping values.
Equation (15) is then simplified to:

,I,_,_;x,y,z)=_ _-' l_'(x'Y'Z). In:c )l-
115")

Since,



r.

_.(w;x,y,x" _v') = Z q',.(x,y)q'.(x" ,y')JH.,(w):H.Xw)_o:H.( - _o).

__j "_.,(x,,Y,(%(xJ" ,Y/ Verot_)
ij

then, for a large number of excited structural modes (AM-- _),

0 ifx#x',y;_y"
• w(w;x,y,x* ,y°) =-

constant if(x=x',y= y °"

Therefore, _,(_;xo,,x°,y°)-- Al_ w(_o)8(x- x*)80'- y').

Assuming the power spectra is smoothly varying with respect
to the transfer function ("white noise assumption"), then
@w.(_)=--q',,(wc). Equation (15 °) then becomes:

_.t(_o;x,y,z) = A-21/2_w(o_¢) _'j _(x'Y'Z)IHA(o_) 12
P

Integrating over frequency to obtain mean-square pressure

gives:
o

:__ -_2 __.4/ " x-" _,,(x,v,z).
" "CO,Co2)2= 4 V2 ¢,..(w_)_ .-

- - • N(x,y,zo)dxdy_ (17)
.4)

This is the equation for mean-square pressure in the cavity

when there is a large number of structural modes and a mod-
erate number of acoustic modes. Assuming M_, w,,a and _,_4

do not vary rapidly in the bandwidth, and can be replaced by

their values at the center frequency of the band (subscripted

by "c"), Eq. (17) becomes:

r._ t @,(w,-) _] ,
P" -= F_(x,y,z)

(Me) ((zc ) (_; )

"S S _(x,y,zo)dxd>' (18)
Al

The integral over the flexible area can be expressed as a

spatial average over the flexible area times the area, Ft. The
acoustic modal function, F, can be written in terms of spatially

independent functions, X,(x). Y,(y).Z/z). Assuming that the

flexible wall area is in the z=zo plane,

FXx,y,z.o) = X,(x) Y,(y)Z,(zo). Mathematically,

I I l=_r(x,Y,zo)dxdy
<X_>< 2 2Y_) (Z,> (P_',) vo)um,

A/ - (Z2) = (Z2 > (19)

When there is a large number of acoustic modes, (r-oo)

and when the acoustic wavelengths are small compared to the
size of the flexible area, then (/_,) and (Z,2> are independent

of modal number, r, and can be taken outside the summation.
if these conditions do not apply, then (k'_) and (Z_> should

be modally averaged over the frequency band. Subscripting F

and Z by "c" to denote that they are independent of r, and
taking them outside the summation, Eq. (19)becomes:

p _ r ,4} 'I'.,(wc) (r"_c)

v : , ,- (M;) (w.)(_) <2_) :El _(x,y,z) (20)

Equaiion (20) is identical to Eq. (I) in the (ext. Equation (2)

in the main text is simply a spatial average of this equation.
Using the following relations,

(M;):= (_)2 and _ (_(x,.),,z)) _ANA.(_)
#,

in the above equation leads to the spatially averaged result:

which is the same as Eq. (2) in the text.
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Asymptotic

CHAPTER 4

Modal Analysis for Structural-Acoustic Systems with Finite

Structural and Infinite Acoustic Modes

Introduction

When part of an enclosure vibrates, it often excites a large number of acoustic

modes in its interior. Such is the case when part of an automobile vibrates, creating

unpleasant acoustic responses in the interior, or when the sidewall of an airplane fuselage

vibrates, transmitting annoying sound pressure levels to the interior. The results presented

here are directly applicable to these vehicular noise and other interior noise problems.

Previously, Asymptotic Modal Analysis has been used to study a similar class of

problems in structural-acoustics [Ref. 4, 11, 22, 23]. In the previous works, it was

always assumed that the number of structural modes was large, and the number of acoustic

modes was either large or small. Here, it is assumed that the number of acoustic modes is

large (approaches infinity), and the result will be derived for the case where the number of

structural modes is finite.

This result, in the limit where the number of structural modes approaches infinity,

will be compared to the result derived previously for an infinite number of both structural

and acoustic modes. In the previous result, it was initially assumed that the number of

structural modes was infinite, and then the number of acoustic modes was allowed to go to

infinity.

Asymptotic Modal Analysis (AMA) is a recent method, which is systematically

derived from classical modal analysis. AMA was originally developed by Dowell [1] as a

way to demonstrate the relationship between statistical energy analysis and classical modal

analysis. The book by Richard Lyon [5] is the classic reference on statistical energy
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analysis. The AMA method has many advantages. Since it is systematically derived from

CMA, the generality of the final result can be modified by changing assumptions which are

made in the derivation. For instance, AMA can predict spatially averaged sound pressure

levels in the interior of an acoustic cavity, and it also has the capability to predict local

sound pressure levels. The AMA method requires less information about the system than a

traditional CMA approach. Parameters, such as modal damping ratio, frequency,

generalized mass, etc. for each individual mode are needed for CMA, whereas in AMA,

only the values at the center frequency are required.

The AMA method is useful for solving linear dynamical systems where there are a
Y

large number of modes and has been proven accurate for both structural dynamics and

acoustics problems. The method has been verified experimentally by Kubota [3] for a

rectangular plate excited by point forces as well as a vibrating plate with a concentrated

mass or masses [24, 25]. Experimental verification of the AMA method applied to a

rectangular acoustic cavity in which part of one wall vibrated was reported by Peretti &

DoweU [22]. In all of the previous AMA analyses it was assumed that the number of

structural modes was large. Conversely, for the structural-acoustic system studied here, a

small number of smactural modes will be assumed initially. The underlying assumption in

this analysis is that the number of acoustic modes approaches infinity.
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Theoretical Development

Derivation of the Result for a Finite Number of Structural Modes. and an Infinite Number
of Acoustic Modes

The expression for mean-square pressure as a function of wall acceleration for a

rigid wail acoustic cavity with a flexible vibrating portion is derived below. This

derivation is similar to the derivation found in Ref. 4. However, in Ref. 4 the initial

assumption is that the number of structural modes i_ infinite. Here, the underlying

assumption is that the number of acoustic modes is infinite. The derivations are identical

up to Equation (4.14), but all of the steps axe included here for completeness.

The structural wall modal equation of motion is

M_qm+2_m0ymqm+0_m2qm] = Qm E (4.1)

where the modal expansion for the wall deflection is

w = _qm(t) _m(X,y) (4.2)
m

and the structural generalized mass is

ffmMm-= ptlJm (x,y) dxdy (4.3)

and the generalized force due to a given external pressure is

o E- pEtFm(X,y ) dxdy (4.4)

The acoustic cavity modal equation is

A A A 2

i_r+ 2_rC0rl_r+ ¢.0r pr=O _ (4.5)

where the modal expansion for the acoustic cavity pressure is

p = p oCo2_ p_(t)F_(x'y'z)
(4.6)
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and the acoustic generalized mass is

 fff Fr2(x,y,z)dxdydz

and the generalized acceleration due to the structural wall is

Qr'V- ffA F x,Y,Z) dxdy.

Define f, a non-dimensional cavity pressure,

P
f(t,x,y,z) --

2
poCo

(4.7)

(4.8)

From (4.6) and the definition of auto-power spectrum, the auto-power spectrum of f is:

= '_',_"Fr (x,y,z) Fs (x,y,z) (4.9)
(I)f (C0;x,y,z) _.7' _ArA MsA (I)pr ps

where the cross-spectra are defined as:

_p_,s - RN_s (x) e_-O_dl: (4.10)

and the cross-correlations of the modal generalized pressure coordinates are:

Rpr _ -- lira Pr(t)Ps(t+'_) d'_ (4.11)
T-"_ 2T r

Similarly from (4.8) the cross-power spectra of Qr TM and Qs w are:

=_JjJJFr(x,y,z)F_(x.,y,,z.)¢_(_o;x,y,x.,y,) dxdydx*dy*. (4.12)¢QWQW(O_)

The transfer function for the acoustic modal equation (4.5) is:

H rA(m) = 1
2 A A2 (4.13)

-CO +2i_r¢.0 r 0M-f9r

From standard random response theory and equation (4.5), the relationship between _PrPs

and _QrWQs TM is:
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2

_prps (co) = HA(CO)HsA(--_) _Qw(_w (co) .

From (4.9), (4.12), and (4.14):

_f((.o;x,y,z) = 1----'_-'.'_-".Fr(x'y'z) Fs(x,y,z) HA(co)i_isas(_co)
v2TT MrA MsA

(4.14)

(4.15)

• jjjjF (x,y,z)Fs (x*,y*,z*)O_(co;x,y,x*,y*)dxdydx*dy*

This is the basic expression for the power spectra of the cavity pressure in terms of

the power spectra of the wall acceleration. The double summation over r and s can be

reduced to a single summation by ignoring the off-diagonal coupling. This is called "joint

acceptance" theory, and it entails omitting all terms in the double sum except those for

which r=s, This theory is applicable because Hr(co)Hs(-co)<< IHr(co)l 2 and Hs(co)Hr(-

co)<< IHs(c0)l 2 for typical damping values. Equation (4.15) is then simplified to:

Ct(co;x,y,z) -- 1,__Y 2(x'y'z) ]H (co)z

• ffffF_(x,y,z)Fz(x*,y*,z*)q_o(co;x,y,x*,y*) dxdydx*dy*

(4.15")

Further, _' = _Cim(t)Vm(x,y), from (2)
m

Rw= lira _IT (_ w x(x,y,t)Ws(X*,y*,t+x) dt
T"aoo_'--J -'r

lira -L.f" _tlm(t)Wm(X,y)_ttn(t+,t)Wn(x*,y*)d t

.T

T-_ 2Tj..r m n

or, R_(z,x,y,x*,y*) = Z Z Vm(X,y)Vn(X*,y*)R_l,_t.('t:) •
m n

Taking a Fourier transform (x --4 co , R --o ¢)

¢_cO,x,y,x*,y*) = Yj Y__Wm(X,Y)Wn(x*,y*)¢_,._.(co)
m 12

(4.16)
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Again,ignoringtheoff-diagonalcouplingby "joint acceptance"arguments,andnotingthat

thepoint pairsx, y andx*, y* correspondto thesamepointsandaretherefore,

superfluous:

= 1S'F (x'Y'Z)Ii  (o )l _. [IIA?,(x,y,zo)_Fm(x,y)dxdy] 2. *_o)) (,.17)
v:7

Equation (4.17) is for one structural mode (m). The total mean-square pressure can be

computed by summing the individual contribution from each mode. The mean square

pressure response is found by:

?2 ["-= = R_('r=0;x,y,z) = Ot(c0;x,y,z) do)

(p f

Integrating equation (4.17) with respect to co, and recalling that the white noise assumption

implies that _ is relatively constant in the bandwidth, yields:

,....22 =__r2_F_z) 1 .[IfAfFz(x,y,Zo)_m(X,y)dxdy_2.(i)...q_o))(4.18)

If the flexible area is small compared to an acoustic wavelength, Fr(x,y,Zo) can be

replaced by its value at the centroid, Fr(xo,Yo,Zo). The implication and justification for this

assumption will be discussed later. The integral over _m(X,y) is equivalent to the spatial

average of Wrn(X,y) times the area of the flexible wall (Af). Equation (4.18) can then be

rewritten:

_2 _ K{Af/2 F2(x,y,z) F2(xo, yo, Zo)

(poCo2)2 = 4 (V-] E-r (MrA)2 (%A)3;rh
• {qJm (x,y) _[ • (I)_,_(@) (4.1 9)

Since, there are an infinite number of acoustic modes (r--too) the summation over r

can be approximated by:

_r Fr2(X,Y,Z) F2(xo, Yo, Zo) (F_)2(o)c)3;c • (/)_(COc) (4.20)
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This assumesthatthegeneralizedmass(MrA), damping(_rA),frequency(C0rA),andpower

spectra(q_(C0rA))areslowly varyingwith respectto therapidly varyingtransferfunction

(HrA) andcanthereforebe replacedby their valuesatthecenterfrequency.Thesummation

overtheproductof theacousticmodalfunctionsis thenreplacedby theproductof their

spatialaveragestimesthenumberof acousticmodesin theband.

Usingtheseapproximationsin equation(4.19),theresultfor themean-square

pressurewhentherearealargenumberof acousticmodes,butafinite numberof structural

modes,is representedby equation(4.21).

_2 _/All 2 (WmIx,y)_f : {F2/°ANA o_{coc) (4.21)

--z,v,

This is the result for the mean square pressure when one structural mode excites a large

number of acoustic modes in the bandwidth. The total mean-square pressure in the band is

the summation of the contributions from each structural mode in the band.

This expression can also be written as a function of the power spectra of the

individual point forces rather than the power spectra of the wall acceleration in generalized

coordinates. That result and its derivation are presented in the appendix.

Result for a,la Infinite Number of Structural Modes and an Infinite Number of Acoustic
Modes

Equation (4.21) is the result for the mean-square pressure when there are an infinite

number of acoustic modes excited by one structural mode. It is instructive to take the limit

of this expression summed over all structural modes, m, as m goes to infinity. This will

produce a result which is valid for a case where there are both a large number of acoustic

and a large number of structural modes in the band and can be compared to the previously

derived result [Ref. 4] where the limits were taken in the opposite order.
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¢P'_=/,_,2\ , which follows from (4.16). Usingtheaboverelationsand
AM Ar.o\'r_/

summing(4.21)overm, yields:

_2 K [A_Af/2A___ 1._._!____ (We(x,Y)) 2

-'-4,V' A_ (0.tc)3_ (tI-tg(x,y))(Z_>o
(4.22)

where <Zc2>o is the ratio of the spatial average of Fc 2 over the volume to Fc 2 at the centroid

ofAf. This is the result for the mean-square pressure when it is first assumed that an

infinite number of acoustic modes responds, and then that an infinite number of structural

modes also responds.

Previously, Kubota, Dionne and Dowell [Ref.4] derived a similar result for an

infinite number of both structural and acoustic modes. Their derivation first assumed that

an infinite number of structural modes was responding and then took the limit as the

number of acoustic modes approached infinity. From Ref.4, that result is:

(poc2)2 4 {CO (Z_

The two results are seen to be very similar. From dimensional considerations this

is hardly surprising. What is significant are the differences. A discussion of the

differences between these two asymptotic results follows.
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Discussion of Results

Equations (4.22) and (4.23) show that the result for an infinite number of acoustic

modes and an inf'mite number of structural modes is not independent of the order in which

the limits are taken. This is often true in asymptotic methods.

The Ao_ in the f'rrst equation (4.22) refers to the bandwidth associated with the

individual structural modes. This was implicitly true in (4.23) also, but in (4.23) a very

large number of structural modes had been already assumed in the frequency interval of

interest. Perhaps more significant and surprising is that in (4.22), compared to (4.23) there

is an additional multiplicative factor, :

(qJe(X,Y) _

(_2(x,y)) "

Moreover, this ratio asymptotically approaches zero as _ approaches inf'mity. This is true

because, <_c2> equals 1/2 for high center frequencies or high mode number, while <qJc >2

becomes smaller and smaller for higher center frequencies. This implies that for large

modal number <_c >2 approaches zero. Therefore, it is only the lower order swuctural

modes that significantly contribute to the acoustic response.

The above ratio appears as a consequence of assuming that the flexible wall area is

small compared to an acoustic wavelength, such that, Fr(x,y,Zo) on the flexible wall area

can be approximated by Fr at the centroid (xo,Yo,Zo). From (4.18), the integral over the

flexible area is: Ir, m " JJAeF,(x,y,zo)'em(X,y)dxdy. This assumption, removes

Fr(x,y,Zo) from inside this integral leaving only _c. The entire integral is squared, hence

the term <q-'c(x,y)> 2, (Af 2 also appears).

Consider now two limiting cases for Af. First, if the entire wall is flexible (i.e., Af

= the entire wall area, LxLy), then the integral, I r,m is made up of a summation of terms

which look like:
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- - cos (rxrr + mx_) cos (ryTt + m_,Tr) - 1cos (r_zr • mxZ:) cos (ryZ_ my_) ! 4 - .

(rxx _r mxx) (ry_ - myX) (rxx -+ mx_) (ry_ + my_)

Lx Ly Lx Ly

Assuming r >> m, since there are an inf'mite number of acoustic modes, r, for each

structural mode, m, the above expression is approximately:

cos (rxn) cos (r_,_)- 14.
(rx_) (ry_)

Lx I.,y

Obviously, primarily the lower acoustical modes contribute. Therefore, the case where the

entire wall area is flexible is not of interest here, since in this analysis a large number of

acoustical modes are being studied. The case of the entire wall vibrating is effectively the

case where the scale of the wall is large compared to an acoustic wavelength. For small r

and small m, CMA should be used, of course.

Now consider the other limiting case where the length scale of Af is much smaller

than an acoustic wavelength. The acoustic modal function, Fr (x,y,Zo) can be

approximated by Fr (xo,Yo,Zo), yielding:

Ir, m --- F_(xo, yo, Zo)JJAfq_m(X,y)dxdy.

the integ-ral over _m equals:

For _m = sin(mx_:x/Lx) sin(myrry/Ly),

(m,jc) (myzc) cos _ Lx / cos

for say, x ranging from Xo - e to Xo + ¢, and y ranging from Yo - e to Yo + e. Thus

primarily, the lower smactural modes will contribute in this case. The acoustic modes will

contribute, however, for all r. Therefore, only this case need be considered for a large

number of acoustical modes, but a finite number of structural modes, i.e. the case where

the length scale of Af is smaller than an acoustic wavelength.

The comparison of equations (4.22) and (4.23) shows clearly that the double limit,

AM ---) oo and AN A ----)_, is not unique, that is, the result depends on the order in which

AM and AN A approach infinity. In equation (22), AN A --->_ and then AM _ _. On the
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otherhand,in equation(4.23),AM---)ooandthenAN A --+ o.. This suggests incidentally,

that the phrase Asymptotic Modal Analysis is particularly appropriate. All of these results

using AMA are asymptotic and do break down if the assumptions under which they are

derived are violated. It is clear, of course, that the real value of equation (4.22) is to

demonstrate that the acoustic response of higher frequencies decreases rapidly for a large

but finite number of structural modes, that is less in number than the acoustic modes.

In practice tl_s means that one must fu'st estimate AM and AN A. The larger of the

two is then allowed to approach infinity first and then the second. This determines whether

equation (4.22) or (4.23) is applicabIe. PresumabIy there is yet another limit where AM --

_NA and both go to infinity. Properly speaking, this is probably a matter of length scales,

i.e. the dimension of the plate, the dimension of the cavity and the wavelengths of each.

The time or frequency scales are clearly also important.

Conclusion

An asymptotic modal analysis result for the mean-square pressure in a bandwidth

has been derived for the case where there are a large number of acoustic modes responding

for each structural mode. The limit is then taken as the number of structural modes

approaches infinity. Upon comparison of this result to previous work, where the limits

were taken in the opposite order, it is shown that the order in which the number of modes

goes to infinity is important. The significant difference in the two results is a ratio made up

of spatially averaged structural modal functions, which only appears in the newly derived

result. This ratio approaches zero as the center frequency approaches infinity.

Since the two approaches yield different results, it is important to determine which

modes in the coupled system are approaching infinity faster. This information will result in

the proper choice of an asymptotic modal analysis result for the mean-square pressure.
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In thisappendixanalternativeAMA expressionfor mean-squarepressureis

derived.Here,thevariabledescribingtheinputexcitationis thepowerspectraof point

forcesappliedto thevibratingwall,ratherthanthepowerspectraof thewall accelerationin

generalizedcoordinates.

Fromequation(4.4) in thetextandpower-spectrarelations:

OQ_C_(co)=ff_rfI Wm(x,y)_n(x*,Y*)_(°3;x,y,x*,y*)dxdydx*dy*

We can relate the generalized coordinates (q's) to the generalized forces (Q's) by:

q_q(0_)= Hm((0)Hn(-C0)_QmQn((0)

where the transfer function Hm is given by:

1

Hm((0) = M_.c02+2i_ mC0mO3+021

It follows that:
2 2

_n(0_)=C0 Hm(co ) Co Hn(-<0)_QmQn(CO)

Using the above relations in equation (4.16) in the main text:

_ (¢o;x,y,x*,y*) = _ _ Wm(X,y)Wn(x*,y*)_2I-Im(O_)(O2t'In(-o3)

m i1

°I£ f_ _m(x,y)_n(x*,y*) ° _l_(_;x,y,x*,y*)dxdydx*dy* (A1)
f f

Equation (A1) relates the external pressure on the wall to the wall acceleration.

The above expression can be simplified by ignoring off-diagonal coupling ("joint

acceptance"). This means omitting all terms in the double sum except those for which

m=n. This step is justified because Hm(m)Hn(-m)<< IHm(m)l 2 and Hn(m)Hm(-m)<<

IHn(m)l 2. Additionally, q_pe is slowly varying with respect to the rapidly varying transfer
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functions (Hm(03)) and therefore can be treated as a constant independent of 03. This is a

consequence of assuming that the forcing is white noise. Equation (A 1) then becomes:

O_ (03;x,y,x*,y*) = _ W'm(X,y)_Pm(x*,y*)to4[Hm(03)[ 2

m

.flf f_f _m(X,y)_Fm(X.,y,). ¢r_(O_;x,y,x.,y,) dxdydx,dy , (A2)

The load, pe, can be described by many point forces, Fi. This is helpful in

obtaining and understanding the results. It does not lead to any lack of generality in that

any continuous spatial distribution may be represented by many point loads (I is the

number of point loads).
I

p(x,y,t) = _ 8(x-x05(y-yi)Fi(t)
i=l

The associated power spectrum is

O# (o_;x,y,x*,y*) = ,'__,_5(x-x_5(y-yi)5(x*-xfl)8(y*-yj*)t_Fij(03)

i j

where _Fi j is the cross-power spectrum of the point loads.

m

Therefore, equation (A2) becomes:

¢_ (o_;x,y,x*,y*) = _ qJm(X,y)Wm(X*,y*)o_4[ Hm(03) 2

m

E X _Pm(Xi, y_Pm(Xj*,Yj *) ¢r:u (o-h_)

i j

Using this expression for _ in equation (4.15") of the text, yields:

Of(03;x'y'x*'Y*)=_r-_2_I'l::r_'_'Z)'/1H_(o3)12ffArffAFr(X'Y'z*)Fr(x*'Y*'Z°)vr' Mr '

Wm(X,Y)_'IJm(X*,Y*)03dlHm(_) _X X _Ilm(Xi,y't)Wm(Xfl,Yj *) *Fij (°'_r0dxdydx*dy *

i j
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Thisrelatesthepowerspectraof theforcing to thepowerspectraof thepressure.In order

to obtainthemean-squarepressure,thisexpressionmustbeintegratedwith respectto

frequency,by definition:

g2
m

- Rl('_----0;x,y,z) = _t(o3;x,y,z) do3

Therefore, the mean-square pressure expression is:

_2 (I )- [H O3)=o3 Hm(o3)l=do3-X"V2  /F x'Y'Z)t2M AJ

° Fr(x,y,Zo)°Z _m(X,y)Z Z _m(Xi, yO_m(Xj, yj) q)F,j(Ct_)dxdy

f m i j

(A4)

Here, the * superscript has been dropped since the point pairs xi,Y i and xi*,Yi*

obey xi= xi* and Yi = Yi*, i.e. they range over the same points on the structure.

Therefore, the * superscript is superfluous. Note also that the previous equation retains a

fully modal character of the classical typel _We have not yet passed from the domain of

modal analysis to AMA.

Figure A1, shows the smoothness of the functions IHm(o3)l 2 and _Fi j (o3) relative

to IHr(o3)l 2 , for the case where there are a large number of acoustic modes for each

structural mode. The figure shows the response at one structural mode whose resonance

frequency is COm. Implicit in this drawing is the assumption that the acoustic damping is

less than the structural damping. In this case, IHm(o3)l 2 and _l::ij (co) can be treated as

constants relative to the rapidly varying IHr(o3)l 2.
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Figure A1. Qualitative sketch of transfer functions, IHm(co)l 2 , IHr(o3)l 2

spectra, q_Fi j (¢.o).

and power

The frequency integral then becomes:

2 f**[ 12 4
, ,jlHm(mm)lOFi{mm) Hgco) COdco

where

I Hm(C0m) 12=

2

1 [_ 1224M 2i_mCO 4Mm_ m03m

The frequency integral is equal to Hr(co) 12co4dco = _[@)4 for small damping ratio _r.

The higher order damping terms are not retained here. Substituting this into (A4) yields:

________2 = Z1 ;ra((0rA)4 _F_(O3e) 1 [F_(x,y,z)/2

(poCk) 2 r 4 gm2_m20"lm4 V'2 _ MrA ]

• )* Fr(x,y,_) ttJm(X,y)Z Z xI'tm(Xi, y'_I'tm(Xj'YJ) dxdy

r i j
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This is the mean square pressure as a function of the external forcing Fij for one

structural mode. This expression is still of the CMA type, since there have been no

restrictions on the summation over r.

Assuming the flexible area is small compared to the cavity dimensions, Fr(x,y,zo)

can be approximated by its value at the centroid of the flexible area (Xo,Yo, Zo). In the AMA

limit, the parameters, _r A, f.OrA and Mr A can be replaced by their values at the center

frequency. The summation over r, as r --4 ** can be approximated by:

(Fr(x,Y,Z)) 2-_ _Fe(x,y,z)) 2Z_ A
1"

Therefore, the expression for the mean-square pressure in terms of the power spectra of the

external forcing is:

(p0c_) 2 4Mm2_m2_m4 V 2 ((Zc(x,y,Z))o 2)

(ff )'" U_Jm(X,Y)Z Z  I'tm(xi,Yi)LIJm(xj,Yj)dxdy (AS)
i j

where <Zc2>o is the ratio of <Fc2> over the volume to <Fc2> over Af.

Equation (A5) represents the contribution from one structural mode. Implicit in this

result is the assumption that infinitely many acoustic modes are present in the bandwidth of

a single structural mode. The total mean-square pressure is found by summing over the

finite number of structural modes (m) in the bandwidth of interest.
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